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ABSTRiWT

The realization that politics is an important means of* achieving 

the goals of the Me:dcan-American in this country has led to the rapid 

and dramatic emergence of political organizations and political leader

ship since World War II. The major focus of this study is the analysis 

of Mexican-American group activity and its political leadership within 

our political system.

Ethnic politics does not exist unless the ethnic group is conscious 

of itself competing for certain scarce values in the political system. 

The major role of leadership becomes the advancement of group interests. 

Within a general framework of majority-minority relations, three variables 

were presented as relevant to inter- group power relations—social 

actions, group beliefs, and the power relations between the majority and 

minority groups. Utilizing this model of ethnic politics, the researcher 

sought to find patterns of Mexican-American political leadership in 

Houston, Texas.

The approach to leadership centered on the power and policy context 

of leadership behavior. The data was collected by a questionaire con

structed by utilizing previous social science research with emphasis on 

possible indicators of ethnic leadership. The respondents were selected 

on the basis of their leadership positions in Mexican-American organiza

tions and/or their reputational status in the Mexican-American community. 

The choice of respondents is not a complete list of all the Mexicar-American 

leaders in this community, as this study attempted to attain a representa

tive sample of reported Mex’.can-Amcrican leaders and activists.



This study examined five aspects of Merican-American Icadersliip 

and its politics: (1) Mexican-American goals or interests, and strat

egy; (2) functions of Mexican-American leadership; (3) the mobilization 

of the Mexican-American for group action; (4) leaders’ perceptions of 

community ethnic relations; and (5) the perceptions and attitudes of 

Mexican-American leaders with regard to political organizational 

activity, ideological positions, and attitude toward change. Essential

ly an exploratory study, the primary emphasis was to examine the 

meaning and scope of Mexican-American political leadership in the hope 

of gaining some understanding of Mexican-American politics.
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CHAPTER I

ETHlilC POLITICS AID ITS LEADERSHIP:

A STUDY OF POVJER RELATIONS

The powerful aseinilatory influences of 

American society operate on all who cone 

into it, making the children of immigrants, 

and even the immigrants themselves a very 

different people.

The American dream of a melting pot society has not become a complete 

reality. Ethnic groups in America have not become a survival fern of 

mass immigration, but they have become a new social form. Focus on ethnic 

group activity and its political leadership within our political system 

serves as the major interest of this study. In order to examino this 

area thoroughly, certain basic features of our political system should be 

discussed.

For our purposes, a political system is any persistent pattern of 

human relationships that involves to a significant extent power, rule or
2 

authority. The scope of political activity extends beyond formally 

established governmental institutions, and the interplay of groups sharing 

and competing for power portrays an integral aspect of the American 

political system. Various members of the society engage each other with

in the political system to seek certain goals and rewards.

Within the American political system, the competition for and the 

distribution of power are largely a function of the pluralistic nature of 
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tho society. Power is shared among a large number of private groups, 

interest organizations and individuals, and other organized groups. In 

viewing power relationships, political scientists should examine the 

extent to which the power contestants can be categorized as groups. Ono 

categorization serves as the primary focus of this study-ethnic minor

ities.

The power relations of the political system serve as a common 

dimension among the members of tho society, and tho resultant relation

ships of legitimacy, authority, rules, and influence define the patterns 

and distribution of power within the system. In our political system the 

dispersion of power among various competing groups does not allow any 

one power center complete control of the universe of politics. One 

dominating aspect of our American political system is the idea that the 

pluralistic nature of our society plays a significant role in the policy- 

making process.

Pluralist America: A I^ltinlicitv of Groups

When one studies the American political system, recognizing the 

pluralistic character of our society, facilitates discussion of American 

political patterns. Pluralists content that in our American society, a 

multiplicity of independent groups exists, each of which contributes to 

the formation of individual values and social policy. Therefore, the 

state becomes only one group among several semi-autonomous groups which 

affects politics. As individuals of similar interests combine to achieve 

their ends, such combinations of interplaced values and interests form 
3 

sub-systems of power. A society designated as pluralistic is marked by 
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the existence and social acceptance of many autonomous centers of 

decision-making authority and reflects a diversity of desires that pro

mote varied interests and social conflicts.^ In this sense, America 

can be considered as pluralistic.

With a society of diverse power centers, no one institutional or 

social group can command the power to control all segments of mass 

society life. Individuals form coalitions with those of similar social 

and economic character that constitute the backbone of a socially diverse 

America and this gives rise to both complimentary and incompatible 

interests. As power is broadly shared among the congeries of competing 

public and private groups, these groups must compete for individuals1 

loyalty, as well as try to influence the governmental process.

Similarly, as the social system entails varied centers of decision

making, the American governmental pattern divides conflict regulation 
5 

among multiple and often conflicting centers of policy-making. The 

presence of semi-independent policy centers allows the competing groups 

to seek a wide variety of alternatives in their attempt to influence 

policy. Hany groups are mobilized for specialized purposes, and their 

influence is limited to certain areas of policy-making or to dealing with 

certain policy-making influentials. The American pluralistic society is 

equipped with a pluralistic constitutional character to match.

This duality of pluralistic arrangements, both social and poltical, 

means that individuals are seldom totally dependent upon particular
7 

social groups or political officials for the advancement of interest. 

Subsequently, single-issue politics, single-issue campaigns, and
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single-issue parties are ephemeral in pluralistic communities; rather 

broad policies emerge from the process of bargaining and compromise 

between diverse interests characterizing the system.

As individuals form coalitions with those of similar interests, the 

power of any given leader is a function of the extent to which he is 

integrated into these coalitions. The group leaders derive their legit

imacy and power as well as their personal resources from their role as 
g 

representatives of large numbers of like-minded individuals. As these 

competing groups and their leaders make certain demands and seek certain 

goals from the political system, the function of the state assumes an 

important position. Today the state is often seen as the only viable 

means of ensuring economic and civil liberty. The state alone possesses 

both the ability to recognize and to utilize its resources to meet the
9 

growing demands for security in industrial societies.

As the conditions for pluralism have been discussed, one central 

element pervades. The power of the state is shared with a large number 

of competing groups. Viewing politics as the allocation of power, values, 

and desires, we can now investigate a special case L-f the ethnic group 

politics.

Ethnic Politics

Ethnic groups are interested in politics for the same reasons as the 

rest of the population. These ethnic groups engage in political activity 

to advance the interests of their group and individual members via the 

political system. In many such cases, what the ethnic group wants are
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jobs, recognition and prestige.

In order to discuss ethnic politics, the concept of ethnicity must 

be examined to determine its distinctiveness in a pluralistic society. 

Ethnic identity, in some cases can not be changed (racial groups may 

assimilate, but they maintain their skin color as an identifiable trait), 

but people in minority groups can improve their lot through economic 

advancement. An ethnic group consists of people who conceive of them

selves as being of a kind. They are united by emotional bonds concerned
10 

with the preservation of their type. For the most part, the ethnic 

group converses through a common language or farailarity with a native 

language and has a common cultural heritage and physical similarities.

A belief pervades that they are part of a common descent.

Consciousness of kind usually involves sympathetic identification 

with others in the same ethnic group. A low social distance or a rel-
11 

atively homogeneous group socially aids the minority to become a more 

cohesive group. Ethnic identity not only involves individuals perceiving 

themselves as being of a kind, but ethnic identity is reinforced with an 

awareness that outsiders are different from themselves. For a person who 

identifies with an ethnic category, its history provides a backdrop
12 

before which to review his own conduct. Thus an ethnic group consists 

of those who conceive of themselves as being alike by virtue of a common
13 ancestry, real or fictitious, and who are so regarded by others. A 

person nay be categorized within an ethnic group though he may not con

sciously identify with "his,r ethnic group. Being reminded of his back

ground nay create a self-consciousness about the patterns foo.aed by his
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background, and perhaps, he will become self-conscious about patterns 

formed by his family, his friends, his job and his interests.

Though ethnic groups are usually associated by nationality, culture 

and/or race, the melting pot influence has altered many of these groups* 

original attributes. But as these groups were transformed by the influ

ences of the dominant American society and stripped of their original 

attributes, they were recreated as something nev7, but still as iden- 
14

tifiable groups. The mere existence of a name itself can be sufficient 

to fora group character in new situations, for the name associates the 

individual with a certain past, country, or race. Yet the ethnic person 

has other traits that associates him with other people attached to the 

group. Such attachments can take the fora of a group and family ties, 

cultural values and mores, and ties of ethnic interests. It is in the 

realization of interests or desires as an ethnic group that ethnic 

politics becomes a reality.

The seat of ethnic politics is the local community. The relation

ship between political strength and distribution of rewards becomes even 

more important if the ethnic group lives in physically segregated areas. 

For example, the group’s service problems such as paving streets, sani- 
15

tation service, etc. become ethnic related matters. Ethnic politics 

breeds a kind of group patronage in awarding jobs, contracts, etc. The 

individual assumes a secondary role in terms of the group’s advancement. 

Having a member who can intercede on one’s behalf and achieving the 

symbolic recognition of the group with implied estimation of its worth 

and dignity serve as more important functions than individual advancement
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and prestige.

Organizations for nationality groups serve important political 

functions, and they serve as vehicles for political action. Through 

ethnic organizations, means of coimnunicating political messages ■ 

are developed and the group’s sense of importance and power are increased. 

In addition, ethnic group activity supplies first hand experience with 

the ways of democracy and power relationships. For ethnic groups with 

quite different cultural patterns and/or belief systcrs’than the Anglo- 

Saxon center, such nationality organizations serve as an introduction 

into the rules of the game of the political system.

The central element of ethnic politics is the perception of a 

common bondage or identity with a certain group. Generally, cultural 

background, nationality, or race serves as the identifying factor(s) of 

an ethnic group. The apathetic mass, not conscious of the fact of ethnic 

identity, can under special circumstances become aware of the matter of 

identity. Ethnicity is more than the influence of events, but it is 

commonly the source of events. Social and political institutions do not 

merely respond to ethnic interests; a great number of institutions exist 
16

for the specific purpose of serving ethnic interests. Such institu

tions tend to perpetuate ethnic interests. The political environment 

recognizes them, rewards them, and to some extent encourages them. In 

essence, the conditions for pluralism provide an atmosphere for ethnic 

politics to be a part of the power relations of our pluralistic society.
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A General Model of Ethnic Politics

The power relationships among competing groups often define the persist

ence of majority-minority problems. Self-interest usually serves as the 

17backbone of power group relationships. In most instances, ethnic 

groups are sub-forms of cultural subordinates, deviating from the Anglo- 

Saxon center. They are usually set apart by cultural differences.

Forms of change within the society such as conquest, migration, or 

emergence of ideological variation may give rise to separation of groups."

As we investigate power group relations, the prior inter-group 

relations must be introduced before variables in the inter-group arena 

can be discussed. Prior diffuse conditions can illustrate the congruence 

or incongruence of indigeneous values in each group. Both the ethnic 

group and the dominant group(s) maintain value systems; the distribution 

and allocation of values are largely dependent upon the power relations. 

As political resources and influence are unevenly distributed, the dom

inant group commands the various sources of power.

The reasons why political influence are usually distributed unevenly 

seem to center around three fundamental facts. Skewed distribution 

exists because of inequalities in the distribution of leadership, varia- 

tions of skill in utilising political resources and variations in the 

extent to which different individuals use their resources for political
19 

purposes. As the ethnic group becomes familiar with the "rules of the 

game," it refines its political resources and techniques in order to 

obtain influence in the political system. Prior conditions can be 

altered by several awakening factors. Economic and social circumstances 
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have served as the motivation for political activity for ethnic groups.

Independent Variable: Power Relations

The independent variable of majority-minority relations is the power 

relations between these groups. A configuration of power relations
20 

results from the encounter of these competing groups. in the political 

system. Incongruent indigeneous values can create greater conflict in 

majority-minority relations. A typology of control forms, expulsion, 

colonialism, or incorporation can outline the power relations defining 

majority-minority relations. Incorporation of the ethnic groups may be 

admitted on some criterion for entrance into the dominant society. On 

the other hand, incorporation may involve a completely competitive atmos

phere when each group may increase and improve their political resources 

and influence. This presents a more dynamic situation as power-relations 

are continually undergoing change.

The stratification pattern of the different groups w5thin the 

society in connection with power also affects majority-minority power 

relations. As the system becomes more stabilized, four hierarchical 

forms materialize. (1) Inter-group cleavage becomes the major stratifi

cation hierarchy of the entire society. (2) Cultural subordinates may be 

accorded special status which is supplementary to wider stratification. 

(3) Inter-group distinction becomes completely integrated into a wide 

social hierarchy social hierarchy. Or finally, (4) an open class society 
21

exists where inter-group lines are blurred and erased. Power relations 

become related to the various hierarchical stratifications that may 

exist in the society. Competition among groups and the development of
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political resources will vary with the different hierarchical patterns.

With the examination of the power relations as the independent 

variable, some postulates can be formed to predict encounters between 

groups' power relations: (1) The relations between groups with dif

ferent cultural or life histories and unequal power will display conflict, 

and conflict will tend to be greater to the extent that the values of the 

two groups are inconsistent. (2) Power ascendency depends on the access 

to power resources in a wider society.^ As power relations are examined, 

one can not overlook the importance of cultural values affecting 

major5ty-minority relations.

Intervenener Variable: Belief Systems

The intervening variable in this minority group model is the system 

of beliefs and values of the competing groups. Orientations toward legi

timacy of power relations crystallize into belief systems or ideologies 

arising from majority-minority relations. Various social institutions 

dominant in the ethnic culture can retard or accelerate ethnic political 

development. Exemplary of the influence of the system of cultural values 

are the historical patterns that various immigrant groups in American 

society have experienced. If the ethnic group is very religious, its 

ethnic churches may have no occasion to create strong political connec

tions, and no need to protest against governmental favoritism or
23 official discrimination against church schools. In some instances, 

the puritanical codes of religious groups may participate more in poli

tical activity. Such organized relationships tend to increase a sense of 

mutual interests and raise the salience of group membership.
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Certain charccs in perspectives of the ethnic group itself also 

has brought the ethnic group more into politics. The doctrine of equal

ity did not exactly coincide with the ethnic’s entrenched ideas of 

status, with his own acceptance of difference of rank. The ethnic 

person could not relate anything in his life in the Old or New World 

that would confirm the democratic hypothesis that he would participate 

meaningfully in the exercise of power. As the children of ethnics 

learned that everyone was equal and democracy symbolized "one man, one 

vote,” then the doctrine of equality became a politicizing influence. 

Not only were they equal in electoral rights, but they could use these 

weapons to achieve status and equality in other areas of life.

As we discuss majority-minority power relations, the point should 

be made that the crystallization of belief systems affects the configura

tion of power relations and social action of the ethnic group. Its role 

in American society is that of a cultural subordinate possessing indig

enous values which may or may not be congruent with the dominant group’s 

values. As a result of majority-minority relations, belief systems are 

affected by alteration or dissolution of certain values.

Dependent Variable: Social Actions

The dependent variable in the model of majority-minority relatioih- 

ships is social actions. This involves various modes of interaction of 

the competing groups as their orientation toward legitimacy channels 
22, various ideological themes in accordance with the interest of each party. 

The ethnic group, sensing its subordinate status, may not choose to 
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withdraw from contact with the dominant society, and not seek to change 

circumstances. As contact with the larger society increases for groups, 

and as they lose their language and custom differences, the ethnic 

group looks outward and becomes an embattled social group, enormously 

sensitive to reflections on group status and quite anxious to advance 

the group’s desires. The ethnic group and its leadership weigh 

their political resources with the gravity of its demands in order to 

determine what mode of action it will take in the political system. If 

the system is viewed as tyrannical, illegitimate, and totally removed from 

the ethnic’s world, then revolutionaiy and ■’illegitimate" methods may be 

adopted by the ethnic group. Stakes and the amount of vested interests 

in the political system and society can influence the range of methods 

available to the ethnic group.

Social change affects the power balance. When it is rapid, it 

will loosen the social structure and make new resources available to 
25 each group to employ in order to alter the balance of power. As the 

ethnic conflict in the community increases, the rate of participation of 

the conflicting groups will also increase. Social action will also 

generate greater activity as the ethnic group becomes more self-conscious 

and status conscious and as more of its members become sensitive to the 

politics of recognition.

In an attempt to examine and analyze ethnic politics, a general 

framework was developed to orient the nature of this study. Ethnic pol

itics is a special case of power group theory and several variables are 

distinguishable. The independent variable defines the configuration of 
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power relations resulting from majority-minority power encounters. The 

dependent variable deals with the modes of action vis-a-vis each group 

as channeled by orientations toward legitimacy. Finally, in describing 

these power relations, an intervening variable, beliefs or group values, 

interjects orientations toward the legitimacy of power relations which 

crystallize into belief systems or ideologies arising from encounters. 

These three variables help describe and explain much of the phenomenon 

we label ethnic politics.

Role of Leadership in Ethnic Politics

Ethnic leadership serves as an outlet for potential leadership and 

it becomes symbolic of the group. An ethnic leader must serve the dual
26 function of fulfilling himself and reflecting his group’s aspirations. 

Ethnic group leadership exists because the ethnic group recognizes 

itself as competing with various other ethnic groups and its leadership 

seeks to achieve its group’s interests. Leadership involves individuals 

whose behavior affects the patterning of behavior within the community
27

at a given time. Leadership also includes the activity of influencing 

people to co-operate toward the achievement of certain goals.

The leader occupies the highest position of the hierarchy in 

assisting his group to its goals. The role he achieves is not determined 

by his personal qualities alone, but by his standing in relation to his 

fellow members in the special qualities required by the particular group, 
28

goal or situation. Leadership is a function of acceptance by followers 

and it is a representative I’ole. Additionally, it is a function of 

personality. Thus selection of leadership becomes related to the tensions
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and values of a particular situation. A working relationship exists 

among the group members in which the leader acquires status through active 

participation and demonstration of his capacity for coordinating tasks
29 

through to completion.

Ethnic leaders are dependent upon the group they lead and the group 

maintains an awareness of its demands for leadership qualities. Contiit- 

ual interaction between the leader(s) and his followers must exist in 

order to transfer desires, alternatives, information, strategy, etc. 

Essentially, the leader is dependent on the goals of the group and the 

standards that arise. The leader undertakes to relate specific proposals 
30

to a framework meaningful to his followers. This framework varies 

with the degree of group homogeneity and the prevalence of cultural 

values.

Within the general concern of minority-majority relations, what are 

the specific goals or interests of the ethnic leaders? James Q. Wilson 

has described two categories of goals pursued by Negro leaders in 

northern communities: welfare goals, which include tangible "bread and 

butter" benefits for the group, such as bettor streets, jobs, school 

facilities; and status goals which include symbolic benefits, primarily 

in terms of the integration of Negroes into community life, with rewards 
31

on the basis of individual merit rather than race. As the past 

majority-minority relations indicate obstacles for minority group partic

ipation in all phases of community life, the active pursuit of status 

goals by ethnic groups can be expected to require great militancy.

The selection of these two categories of etlini c goals may depend on
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the imHadiacy of the group’s circumstances and problems. Ethnic 

leaders may weigh the attainment of welfare goals as more pressing than 

the symbolic benefits of intangible goals. Ethnic leaders often pursue 

status goals via specific welfare goals. An impressive record of 

welfare goal achievements and limited status goal victories permits the 

ethnic leader to think of fulfilling total equality so that his ethnic
32

group members can become full citizens. Usually ethnic leaders will 

seek the attainment of both status and welfare goals, though the amount 

of emphasis on either category of goals will vary among ethnic leaders.

The ethnic leader can not divorce himself from the community and 

culture which produced him, and the ethnic group acts as an identifiable 

unit involved in a common set of circumstances. These circumstances 

raise problems, create opportunities, and pose threats that command
33 

interesting and informative reactions. Thus ethnic leaders are part

of the group and they identify themselves with their ethnic group. The 

availability of an individual for a leadership role depends upon his 

possessing certain attributes deemed necessary both by himself and by 

those selecting the leader for the successful performance of leadership
34

functions. Ethnic groups which place great value in political activity, 

demonstrate certain leader-follower relations. Fluidity potential deals

35 with the involvement and agreement between the leader and his followers. 

Ethnic leaders promote the interests of their group, depend on their 

followers as a base of support and seek acceptance by their followers of 

the way they pursue the realization of objectives highly valued by the 

followers. Ethnic leadership involves intra-group selection and constant 

interaction between the leaders and their group in order to determine 
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and clarify group interests and attain group approval of the leadership's 

role.

Ethnic leadership must choose among alternative behaviors and these 

choices have important impact on the ethnic group's interests and public 

policy. Leaders are involved in distinguishing a multiplicity of per

ceptions relevant to the attainment of a specified goal from those they 

consider irrelevant. Ideally the leader sorts out the relevant percep

tions and seeks to maximize those perceptions which are both sensitive 

and relevant to his group's needs. In order to select relevant alter

natives, issues, etc., the leader needs to maintain open communication 

lines with his followers.

Selection of methods and goals largely affect ethnic leadership 

styles. First, the leader perceives and describes the nature of the 

issues confronting him and the values he brings to bear. Second, the 

leader also perceives and describes the ends or goals he deems appropiate 

to seek from the realm of civic action. Third, political styles include 

the selection of the means one employs in seeking these ends. Fourth, 

political styles also include the motives, goals and attributes of other 
36 

participants he sees in the political system. From this standpoint 

leadership might be characterized in terms of the leader's activities and 

in terms of the techniques he employs. Ethnic political leadership, as 

any type of political leadership, serves as an intervening mechanism by 

faeans of which political influences are mobilized and transmitted.
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Ladd1s Setting for Political Leadership

The ethnic leader's role is largely a function of the related 

tensions and values of a particular situation or setting affecting his 

group. Utilizing Everette Ladd's setting for political leadership, 

socio-demographic variables are investigated in the case study that 

follows, in order to relate the ethnic groups to the total area of 

majority-ninority relations. Population, concentration factors, group 

expectations front the political and social system, voter registration, 

cultural values, etc., do serve as possible indicators of political 

participation and the political climate of majority-minority relations. 

Research will focus on those forces which together are creating the 

revolution in race and ethnic relations.

Certain socio-demographic variables seem to be amenable for greater 

political participation. If a group lacks sufficient leadership talent, 

has lox; socio-economic status, and suffers the absence of meaningful 

inter-group competition, then the ethnic group will usually exhibit a 

lox; degree of ethnic electoral participation. The preponderance of ethnic 

oriented organizations, particularly politically oriented ones can be 

examined in order to understand the political setting. The functions of 

ethnic organizations such as voter registration, manipulating votes, or 

protesting can describe the political climate that ethnic leadership 

must contend with. These situational factors shape a given leadership 

structure and hence must be understood if leadership is to be understood. 

The demands and alternatives available to ethnic leadership will be 

largely dependent on the political setting.
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Future of Ethnic Politics

Ethnic politics has been described as a special case of power group 

theory. A distinguishable group of individuals are united by a common 

bond of being of a kind and seeks to obtain certain goals in the system. 

Ethnic group leadership must constantly prove itself with its followers 

and by utilizing its leadership functions as the agent of its group, 

engage in power group relations to obtain ethnic interests. When ele

ments of ethnicity and identity begin to weaken, membership doubts about 

self and the group can alter the realm of ethnic politics. Although the 

ethnic group lives in ethnic colonies, the borders are often vague, and 

outside contact frequent, still, ethnic identity continues to be impor

tant and leads to high participation in more ethnically related issues 

In local politics. But the loss of ethnic group identification may 

create personal restlessness and the ethnic.drives for personal achieve

ment which find political expression.

Ethnic politics has many non-ethnic considerations involved and 

ethnics are seldom totally dependent either upon particular social groups 

er political officials for the advancement of their interests. Ethnic 

groups may lose themselves in the expanding Anglo-Saxon center. Never

theless, when ethnicity is invested with meaning and importance, ethnic 

politics continues to be a realistic force in American politics. As the 

national aspect of ethnicity declines, participation on a new front may 

materialize around socio-economic interests, or assimulated ethnics may 

accept the dominant citizen duty norms of a middle-class society and 
38participate for the conventional reasons.^
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Politically speaking, assimilation means new motives for cl(] ones. 

This usually means a shift in psyoological bases of participation, but 

not necessarily an increase or decrease in political salience. The loss 

of ethnic identification may create personal restfulness and drives for
39 personal achievement which find political expression."" The assimilated 

ethnic group may develop stronger socio-economic interests and may place 

its political loyalties with these new interests.

There is some tendency, particularly in urban centers, to substi

tute ethnic issues in politics for class issues. In this sense the 

reinforcement of the role of ethnic groups has added a new dimension 

besides the large movement of history and people. The development of 

genuine ethnic-class combinations is possible only because of the splin

tering of traditional economic classes along ethnic lines, which tend to 

create class-ethnic combinations that have considerable significance at 
40the present time. The most significant issues of class relations assume 

ethnic form. For example, reform movements in New York City politics have 

been invariably class movements by the various ethnic groups.

Though the pattern of ethnic politics is deeply impressed in our 

political system, the future of ethnic politics seems to follow two 

directions. The assimilated ethnic groups tend to develop new bases of 

political participation, while other ethnic groups such as the Negro and 

the Mexican-American tend to pursue ethnic-class combinations as substi

tutes for ethnic issues in politics. These two groups havo a high degree 

of homogeneity, particularly in matters of education, skills, and reli

gion. This homogeneity invests ethnicity with meaning and importance
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that it vould not otherwise have.

Mexican-American Lead-*rship: An Application of the Model

In the following pages a study of Mexican-American leadership is 

undertaken to gain an understanding of the characteristics of Mexican- 

American political life, since it is at the level of leadership that 

policies are determined, resources committed, and decisions made. It is 
42 

at that level that tensions and trends become evident. Previous 

studies of ethnic political leadership have focused mainly upon 1’egro 

political leadership. The Mexican-American minority, though a numerically 

significant group, has not been the subject of systematic research in 

regard to its political activity and leadership. Perhaps tills is due to 

the relative inactivity of the Mexican-American; an inactivity often 

attributed to the ambiguity of roles Mexican-American leaders and organi

zations must accept, adjust to, and perhaps overcome to increase political 

activity.

With the recent activity of the civil rights movement and the War on 

Poverty, the Mexican-American group has become more conscious of itself 

in competition with other ethnic groups, particularly the Negro. With 

such a rise of activity among the Mexican-Americans, systematic studies, 

may serve to indicate patterns of Mexican-American leadership and its 

direction within the leadership class. The study of leadership, then, is 
43

a bridge to a consideration of the central features of Mexican- 

American political leadership in the Southwest.

The area of Mexican-American political leadership serves as the 

critical focus of this study. Though a series of systematic hypotheses 
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is not pi'esented, certain assumptions have been made regarding ethnic 

leadership which are applicable to Mexican-American leadership. (1) The 

leader of a minority group is a member of the group, and uses the group 

as a base of operations. (2) Ethnic political leadership is largely a 

function of acceptance by followers. And, (3) leadership selection is 

related to the tensions and values of a particular situation.

(4) In political activity, the Mexican-American group not only 

expresses its wants and needs, but also provides the outlet for its 

potential leadership. And finally, (5) in the ethnic community leader

ship achievements are viewed as group achievements. Basically, ethnic 

politics involves issue politics as ethnic leadership formulates and 

determines ethnic goals within the consensual framework of group norms, 

and then selects the most effective strategy to affect majority

minority power relations.

Scone of the Study: D5mensions of Leadership

This is essentially an exploratory study. The primary emphasis 

will be on examining the meaning and scope of Mexican-American leader

ship in light of increased group activity, and in the hope of gaining 

some understanding of Mexican-American politics. The approach of poli

tical leadership will center on the power and policy context of leader

ship behavior. This study will examine five aspects of Mexican-American 

leadership and politics. (1) Since Mexican-/jnerican leaders involve 

themselves with the advancement of ethnic interests, survey material was 

directed toward determining Mexican-American goals and desires. Once 

Mexican-American interests have been identified, political resources and 
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strategy becone a major concern of Mexican-American leadership. What 

are the most effective methods to realize ethnic interests in the politi

cal system? Within a framework of group values and consensus, the 

leader must determine what alternatives prove most successful for the 

achievement of his group's goals.

(2) Leadership, when viewed as an intervening mechanism in power 

relations, serves several functions and roles in relation to the group’s 

interaction in the political system. Various roles of leadership were 

examined to determine who the selected respondents perceived in the 

primary roles of ethnic leadership. (3) As ethnic groups mobilize for 

political action the area of ethnic identity and unity play a vital 

aspect of ethnic leadership. Group consciousness and mobilization are 

largely the tasks of ethnic leadership. (4) "nother aspect of leadership 

examined is community majority-minority relations. Such inter-group 

relations extend beyond the power relations, since socio-economic 

variables, status, attitudes, etc,, are also involved. As the group and 

its leadership perceive various standards for majority-minority relations, 

such perceptions can influence the group’s power relations. That is, 

leadership perceives certain conditions as ideal for majority-minority 

relations, and using set standards, the leadership evaluates its group’s 

demands and social actions within this perceptual scheme.

(5) A final area of leadership explored by the researcher is the 

perceptions and attitudes of Mexican-American leadership with regard to 

to organizational activity and orientation, ideological positions, and 

change. The role of ethnic organizations not only serves as the social 
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mechanism in which ethnic interests and demands are projected into the 

political sxstem, but also as a source for potential leadership. Within 

these five broad categories, Mexican-American leadership was explored and 

analyzed.

Methodology

The approach to the dimensions of ethnic politics and its leader

ship was intended to extend beyond the sociological and social anthropol

ogical studies of the Mexican-American, and see how this group relates 

itself to the political system, particularly through its leadership. 

This researcher has attempted to explore the various dimensions of 

ethnic leadership in terms of ethnic interests. Utilizing previous 

social science research, a questfonaire was constructed to focus on 

leadership functions within the ethnic group and the goals and desires 

that its leadership attempt to attain from society.^ A list of reported 

Mexican-American leaders in Houston, Texas was compiled. The core group 

of leaders wore interviewed during the period of March to May, 1962. 

The background information on Mexican-Americans was extracted from pre

vious sociological studies and the general socio-economic and political 

circumstances of this group. This was necessary because previous studies 

have not focused primarily on the power relations of the Mexican-American 

relative to the dominant power structure, but more on his "state of 

being” in American society.

Through the use of replicable, operational techniques in testing 

theoretically derived hypothesis and postulates, a more systematic 

approach of ethnic leadership can bo undertaken. Though the researcher
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does not presume to have investigated all the variable of ethnic leader

ship, he sought to distinguish patterns of leadership and possibly 

discover other relevant variables as a result of this study.

In an attempt to explore possible patterns of leadership, selection 

had to be adopted. Though a combination of a positional and reputational 

approach, respondents were selected on the basis of their leadership 

positions with ethnic socio-political organizations, as precinct judges 

in concentrated Mexican-American precincts, as ad hoc leaders, and as 

community activists. The choice of respondents is by far not an ex

haustive list of Mexican-^American political leadership, but this study 

is an attempt to attaSn a representative sample of reported Mexican- 

American leaders and activists. The focus of this study is to explore 

the perceptual knowledge and attitudes of these activists regarding the 

various dimensions of Mexican-American leadership.
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CHAPTER II

THE MEXICAK-Ai-ERICAN IN THE UNITED STATES:

THEIR HISTORY AND STATUS

Four nillion Mexican-Amorleans, beset by important grievances and 

problems, reside in the states of Arizona, California, Colorado, New 

Mexico and Texas.’ It suffices to say here that "MexJ.can-Amcrican"is 

used as a generic terra to Include people of Mexacan, Spanish, or mixed 

Indian descent. This group is thus somewhat narrower than the United 

States Census Bureau’s category of Spanish-speaking people which also 

includes Puerto Ricans, Cuban immigrants, and other groups from Central 

and South America, in addition to the Southwestern population of Mexican- 

Amerleans.

Recent political events regarding this minority group may lead the 

Mex5.can-Araor5 can to a gi’eater awareness of himself as a cohesive 

minority group. Contemporary events such as the Crystal City election 

and the Dolano farm workers strike have created new interest and activ

ity among the Mexican-American minority group in the United States. In 

Crystal City, Texas, where eighty-five percent of the population is 

Spanish-speaking, a new awareness among Mexican-Americans of what could 

be done has resulted in the election of an all Spanish-speaking city 

council.

At Delano, California, on September 16, 1965, eleven hundred Mexican- 

American farm workers met and voted to join the strike with Filipino 

workers against the Delano grape growers. With the formulation of the
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National Fam Workers Association, the Mexican-American farm workers 

sought to make the growers accept the NF.JA as their bargaining agent over 

matters such as wages, working conditions, and contracts. Initial 

success has been accomplished, as several large growers have agreed to 

accept the NFWA as the farm workers bargaining agent. In addition, the 

Mexican-American has increasingly learned to live with the full range of 
2

modern institutions in large cities. This ethnic group has more and 

more been able to unite as a community because most of its members face 

common problems. The Mexican-Americans has stirred new winds of activ- 
3

ity and interest in America’s Southwest.

The Mexican-American is the largest ethnic group in the Southwest 

and among the largest minorities in the United States. The heterogene

ity of this population is related to certain historical circumstances. 

Spain began early exploration and colonization in North and South 

America. Following Coronado’s e^edition, Juan de Ornate in 1598 estab

lished a colony, San Juan, in present day Nev/ Mexico. In these New 

Mexican villages and their extension into Southern Colorado, the heritage 

of seventeenth century Spain was established and has existed to the
4 

present time. Shortly after colonization in New Mexico, the Spaniards 

colonized Texas (1640) and at a later date settlements were established 

in California and Arizona. These establishments were removed from the 

mainstream of European historical developments between the 1600’s and 

1800’s; hence they.were not involved in great political revolutionary 
5

movements of the early 1800’s.

Despite the westward movement of Americans, the Spanish-speaking 
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people remained relatively unaffected because of their geographic 

isolation. The Spanish-speaking people in this country were by nation

ality, first Spaniards (1592-1833)> then Mexicans (1823-1849), and then 

Americans following the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. In spite of these 

changes of nationality and the encroachment of Americans, the Spanish 

settlements in the United States remained essentially Spanish folk 

societies, with a variety of admixtures from the indigeneous populations. 

Between 1910 and 1930, there was a large immigration from Mexico. The 

immigrants were primarily laborers who came to work in the agricultural 
6

expansion of the Southwest. Some came to work on the railroads in both 

the South and Mdwest. Others attracted by industrial expansion in the 

Great Lakes region traveled as far north and east as Chicago and Detroit. 

Since 1920, there has been a continuing yearly immigration of Mexicans 

to the United States.

TABLE 2.1 MEXICAN-AMERICAN POPULATION 
IN THE SOUTHJEST7

Southwest Texas Houston(SMSA)

Mexican-American 
population (i960) 3,464,999 1,417,810 75,000

Projected population (not available) 1,917,263 (1970) 106,000 (1965)

Various sociological and social anthropological studies have been made 

describing the Mexican-American and his cultural values. His relatively 

slow rate of acculturation has been attributed to the dominance of certain 

cultural values. The Mexican-American's strong attachment to the extended 
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family, the comrndraz^o system, and the place of or*gin account for both 
8 continued contact with Mexico and the Southwest, and things Mexican.

These factors have contributed to the persistence of the Mexican-American 

community and the maintenance of several of its cultural traits.

Pride in "La Raza” stems from the concept that all Mexican-Araericans 

are united by spiritual and cultural bonds derived from God. "La Raza" 

described the Mexican-American’s intra-group orientation as it entails
9 

the "common destiny of our souls.” Also the Mexican-American seeks a 

balance of opposites where no extremes exists without a counterbalance. 

For example, suffering is made acceptable by a strong sense of fatalism.

The most important role of the Mexican-American is familial. 

Primary loyalty is always owed to his family. Usually the demands of 

loyalty involved in affiliation with formal organizations arc regarded 

as threats to his self-reliance as an individual and the self-sufficiency
10of his family. Such strong kinship ties and male self-reliance have 

acted as value orientations that inhibit Mexican-American activity in 

formal organizations and individualistic striving for material gains.

The retention of the ethnic tongue is a symbol of "La Raza" and 

the foreigness of the Mexican-American. In the Anglo dominanted society, 

the push to learn English and the prohibit?on of speaking Spanish in 

school have created some bitterness among the Mexican-Amer.'cans.The 

use of the vernacular language, Spanish in this case, of the minority 

group living among people of another tongue has usually sped up the 

process of acculturation and made easier the learning of a second lan-
12 

guage of communication with the majority group.
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As a whole, the Spanish-speaking resist being categorized as a 

minority. This is due to the heritage and cultural influence in the 

Southwest. The obvious Spanish-Mexican motifs in architecture, religion,
13 law, food and language make it difficult to refer to them as a minority.

The fact is that in an area discovered and colonized by their forefathers, 

the Mexican-Americans are discriminated against and relegated to the
U lowest economic and social position. In part this is probably due to

a past history of inactivity in politics. Recently, however, increasing 

awareness of their subordinate status in American society has resulted 

in a heightened political awareness and activity among Mexican-Americans.

Socio-economic Conditions

The status of the Spanish-speaking has not been rigidly fixed by 

statutes and ordinances as was that of Megroes in many states of the 

South. However many communities, with the silent approval of 3ocal gov

ernment, enforced the segregation of the Mexican-American group in 

schools and housing, restricted their level of employment, and prohib

ited their participation in public affairs such as service on juries and
, 15 police forces.

In education, the Mexican-American has encountered various diffi

culties in attaining an equitable educational status with the Anglo 

majority. The primary factors related to the Mexican-American’s low 

educational status are cultural, linguistic, and legal. For example, in 

J nd epend, ent School Distr4 ct vs. Salvatierra Tex. Civ. App 33 SW 2nd 79n (1930), 
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it was alleged that Mexicait-Americans were denied equal protection of 

the laws because a separate school was maintained for Spanish-speaking,
16 

mostly migrant children. The court held this practice to bo unlawful 

to the extent it applied only to Mexican-Americans without consideration 

of each child’s abilities. Similar court cases have arisen regarding 

the segregation of Spanish-speaking children in the schools.

Other factors related to the Mexican-American’s educational status 

are cultural and linguistic differences. These three factors serve as 

the basic inequality of educational opportunities. The influence of 

these factors are reflected by the low median educational level of the 

Mexican-American (Table 2.2) in comparison with the Anglo and the Negro.

TABLE 2.2 MEDIAN EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF MEXICAN- 
AMERICAN (25 YEARS AND OLDER) I960

Southwest Texas Houston

Anglo 12.1 11.5 12.1

Mon-white 9.0 8.1 8.8

Mexican-Americans 7.1 6.1 6.4

Facing legal, cultural, and linguistic problems in education, the 

Mexican-American has attained a relatively low educational level in 

comparison with the Anglo and the Negro. Present demands for alteration 

in the school system includes the adoption of bi-lingual instruction, 

community influence on the educational programs, and dissolution of de- 

facto residential segregation.

In proportion to their population, four times as many Anglos are 
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found in professional and technical occupations as the ]<ex‘.can~Amcricans

The Mexican-Anericans arc primarily employed as operative, unskilled 

laborers and farm workers. In table 2.3 occupation categories of the 

Anglo, non-white and the Mexican-American are cited. In addition to 

disproportionate position in blue collar occupation, the Mexican-American 

also has a low median income in relation to the Anglo-American.

TAELE 2.3 OCCUPATIONAL PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 
VARIOUS GROUPS IN THE SOUTIWEST (i960)18

Urban

Occunational caterorv Anrrlo Mon-white Mexican-American

Professional 15.1% 6.1% 4.6%

Managers, Proprietors 14.7 3.6 4.9

Clerical 7.8 6.1 5.5

Sales 9.2 2.3 4.0

Crafts 21.5 10.8 18.2

Operatives 15.8 20.0 25.4

Domestics 5.4 18.6 8.3

Laborer 4.4 18.3 15.8

Farm laborers 0.6 2.1 7.3

Farm managers 0.7 1.9 0.6
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TABLE 2.4 1ED1AM INCOME- - MALES 
IN THE SOUTFr.JEST (196O)’L>

Southwest Texas

Anglo $4,815 $5,239

Mexican-American 2,7b8 2,914

Negro 2,435 2,591

Tho incoiae of disadvantage population has been obtained primarily 

from employment in low-skilled manual occupations requiring little educa

tion. Through assimilation into the society and increased labor market 

information a rapid rise in income can occur for the ethnic group. 

Educational attainment is likely to lag behind, however, as a rise in 
20 

eudcation levels takes at least a generation. Occupational upgrading 

to more skilled jobs within the manual sector of employment can come 

through assimilation into the society (through labor unions, for example) 

and through increased labor market information, even without significant 

improvements in the educational attainment of lot/ status groups. Also 

a rise in educational levels will enable the Mex5can-Amorican to pene

trate non-manual employment.

For some groups the major reason for the gap between their incomes 

and those of the total population, as educational attainment parity is 

achieved, will be discrimination in employment. The extent and intensity 

of discrimination will affect both the initial income gap and the length 

of time required to achieve majority income level. As the Mexican- 

American makes greater advances in educational attainment, he will be 
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able to lessen the disparity with the dominant group, and discriminatory 

positions, particularly the technical and professional, can no longer be 

attributed to the lack of educational training, as the Mexican-American 

improves his educational status. Operating In an open, competative 

market, employment disparities become related to factor of discrimination.

TABLE 2.5 EDUCATIOK/iL ATfAIin-OT AIID IKCOME OF 
MEXICAN-AMERICAN MALI'S IN SOUTIIEST?1

Residence Median Schooling Median Income

All 6.6 2804

Urban 8.4 3197

Rural non-farm 6.9 1871

Rural farm 4*6 1531

In housing, as in education and employment, the Mexican-American 

has had a different experience from that of the majority of the community. 

In many parts of the Southwest, housing for this minority has tradition- 
22 

ally been restricted to well defined sections of city or town. The 

Mexican-American has become highly urbanized (7£.($) and large urban 

centers of the Southwest show a marked concentration of Mexican-Americans 

in specific areas. The ghettos of the Moxican-Amcricans, called barrios, 

are found" both in the core center and fringe areas of urban areas. Such 

areas are usually agricultural laborers* communities or old railroad 

camps. Although poor housing is a natural consequence of their low income 

status, in many areas residential restrictions has also been a direct 

cause of poor housing.

In the table below residential segregation is measured by an "index
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of residential dissimilarity.” Ths index ranges in value from. 0 to 100. 

Crudely, a score of 0 means that there is no segregation of a sub

population from the other--that members of both populations are randomly 

distributed throughout the city. /I score of ICO means that the two 

populations are totally segregated— that all of the members of each 

population are concentrated in separate areas.The larger the city, 

the more prevalent are all types of segregation. Confinement to a 

specific residential zone results in an ever increasing demand on a 

limited housing supply. In I960, in sono major Texas metropolitan areas, 

six times as many dwellings of Mexican-Americans as Anglos were over

crowded, and from 19 to 39;< were deteriorating. Neither choice nor 

economic inadequacy is solely responsible for the inability of this 

group to find adequate housing. In the past, restrictive convenants 

were used to bar the Mexican-Amer’can from Anglo neighborhoods.

TAELE 2.6 INDICES OF RESIDEIITIAL DISSIMILARITY 
IN SOUTE.JEST CITIES^

O=segregation of sub group lCO=totally segregated
*'.7hite person of Spanish-speaking surname

cite Anglo vs. .other WPS? vs« Anrlo Kon-white *WPSS vs.

Alburqueroue 53.0 57.6
vs. Anglo

85.1
non-vhite

55.7

Austin 62.9 63.3 72.1 66.1

Denver 64.9 60.0 86.8 68.0

Houston 73.2 65.2 81.2 70.9

Laredo 39.3 39.4 60.1 43.9

Los Angeles 68.7 57.4 87.6 75.7

San Antonio 63.7 63.6 84.5 77.4
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This brief exam:ination of the various socio-economic status of the 

Mexicaii-American has illustrated some of the problems and concerns of 

of this group. Other areas of concern include the relationship between 

police and this minority, exclusion of Mexican-Zmeficons from jury 

service. Later in a Colorado case, Montoya vs. Poonlc. 345, P. 2d 1062 

(1959), the Supreme Court of Colorado held that these people had been 

systematically excluded from the juries of Logan County, Colorado. It 

was shown that although there were persons with Spanish surnames on the 

tax rolls of the county who were qualified to serve, no Spanish surnriae 
25 

person had appeared on the jury list in eight years.

Relatively little is known about the political behavior of the 

Mexican-American. Some researchers have felt that personalism dominates 
the Mexican-American attitude toward politics.^ According to them, the 

Mexican-American reacts to political demands by attempting to exert in

fluence on those to whom he is related by kinship or by acting in concert 
27 

with friends and acquaintances. Grievances are consistently expressed 

as complaints, not demands. Among the Mexican-American group, there is 

an absence of instrumental groups moving toward specific goals via poli

tical activities. From limited past research information on Mexican- 

American political activity, the Mexican-American ties or commitment to 

politics appear to be personal ones. The above examination of the Mexican- 

American in the United States illustrates participation of this group. 

Hopefully, this brief examination of his historical experiences and social 

status establishes a better perspective to study Mexican-American politics 

and its leadership.
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CHAPTER HI

MEXICAN-AltERICAN POLITICAL LEADERSHIP:

SOCIO-DEl-IOGRAPmC CHARACTERISTICS

The concept of political leadership has usually portrayed the 

political loader as a decision-nuker, affecting the structure of political 
activity and policy choice in the area in which he operates3 Though an 

ethnic leader’s role is largely a function of the related tensions and 

values of a particular situation or setting affecting his group, leader

ship also involves certain personal characteristics. That is, persons 

who occupy leadership roles possess varied socio-econonic status, educa

tional levels, and length of residency in the community. Briefly, the 

researcher will examine sone socio-demographic characteristics of the 

selected Mexican-American activists in Houston, Texas.

Soci o-Demographic Tharagteristics of Selected 

Mexican-American Activists

The selection of the sample originally included twenty-three 

community leaders and activists. At the end of the interviewing period, 

ninteen members of the sample had been interviewed, while the remaining 

four were omitted due to various difficulties in contacting and sched

uling an interview. The age of these connunity leaders and activists 

ranged from 36 to 64 years old. The median age of the sample was 40.4 

years old. The educational backgrourd of this group illustrated a 

slightly skewed distribution from that of the Southwest as 47.3,^ of the 

sample had attained a college degree and/or had done advanced study. The 
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respondents by occupation primarily professionals and proprietors of 

small businesses. Sixty-three percent of the activists vere in the 

professional and technical group category.

TABLE 1.1 GROUP ACE AND EDUCATION 
CHZiRACTKRISTlCS

Ape distribution of sample (n=19) 40.4 (median age)

23-29 (1) - 5.2£ 44-50 (1) - 5.2%

30-35 (2) - 10.5 51-57 (2) - 10.5

36-43 (12)- 63.2 58-64 (1) - 5.2

Edu cat? oml back ground

0-8 years (1) - 5% College degree (3) - 16%

9-11 years (3) - 16 Professional degree(3) - 16

High school (3) - 16 Graduate work (2) - 10

Sono college (3) - 16 Graduate degree (1) - 5

Occunat"' onal charpcteri sties

TABLE 1.2 OCCUPATIONAL AND INCOME 
CHARACTERISTICS

Professional, technical (12) - 63% Craftsman, foreman (1) - 5.35%

Managers, proprietors ( 4) - 26 Housewife (1) - 5.3

Clerical, sales ( 2) - 10.5

Income catepories: Median income - §10,175.00

Under §3,000 (1) - 5% §8,001-510,500 (4) - 21%

§3,0'-0-§5,500 (3) -16 §1O,5O1-$13,OOO (3) - 16

§5,501-58,000 (2) -10 •313,000 (6) - 32
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Further examination of the socio-dono£raphic characteristics indi

cates the income of the respondents tends to be weighted to the upper- 

middle income category. The median income of the sample was .>10,175. 

The evaluation of the occupation and income levels of the respondents 

indicating disproportionate percentages in higher salaried occupational 

positions explains partly the relatively high median income of the sample.

Finally another variable of the socio-denographic characteristics of 

the sample reveals a predominantly Roman Catholic grouping which reflects 

the prevalent religious affiliation of the Mexican-American. Approxi

mately 80p of the respondents gave Ronan Catholicism as their religious 

preference.

Ethnic politics is primarily orientated toward the local political 

conmunity, though ethnic interests usually coincide throughout the poli

tical system. Restricting the study of Mexican-American leadership to 

Houston, the longevity of local residency may indicate native or highly 

mobile leadership and also one’s familiarity of the local community power 

relations. In our sample of reported Mexican-American leaders and activ

ists, 84i> of the respondents have lived in Houston thirteen or more years. 

Similarly, of the respondents are native Texans, indicates that there 

is a fairly stable and parochial group of local leaders who are long 

time res'dents of Houston.
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TABLE 3.3 LENGTH OF BE-SIDEUOY IN HOUSTON 
AND BIRTHl’LACE OF THE RESrOHDEKTS

Residency in Houston

1-3 years (1) - 5.32 13 years (4) - 212

4-7 years (1) - 5.3 Life (12) - 63

8-12 years (1) - 5.3

Birthplace •

Houston (10) - 5’.6% Midwest, USA (2) - 10.52

San Antonio (3) - 15.8 Foreign born (1) - 5.3

Texas (other) (3) -15.8

This examination of the social background of Moxican-Aracrican leaders 

and activists suggest several generalisations about the recruitment of 

Mexican-American leadership. This leadership class displays a relatively 

high social status and primarily occupies white-collar positions. Such 

socio-economic factors tend to increase one’s proclivity to political 

activity. Like many other groups, the Mexican-American has looked to 

those with relatively high prestige and status for leadership. As the 

group becomes more mobilized and all its membership participates more, 

the structure and recruitment of leadership could undergo significant 

change. That is, as ethnic leadership becomes closer related to group 

acceptance and dependent in the political setting, Mexican-American 

followers may select individuals as leaders who occupy lower socio

economic status or who serve to confront and remedy a specific ethnic 

issue. Mexican-American leadership may be composed of more "grass-root," 



comnunity leaders, and temporary leaders who deal with the pressing 

issue at a particular instance.

Comnunity Inflncntials

In addition to the selection of a representative sample of Mexican- 

American leaders and activists, an attempt was made to identify and rank 

leaders within the Mexican-American community. A core list of various 

reported positional leaders, ad hoc leaders, and activists was presented 

to the respondents, and they were asked whether they recognized these 

individuals as Mexican-American leaders. The following table indicates 

the number of acknowledgements each reported leader received by being 

recognized as a leader.

TAELE 3.4 IDEI1TIFYING MEXICAN-AMERICAN LEADERS 
IN HOUSTON

Number of respondents (n=19)

State representative from Houston - 18

Attorney, ex-president national LULA3 - 16

Precinct judge—community activist - 15

State PASO chairman - 14

Harris County PASO chairman - 12

National LULAC president - 9

Editor of El Sol—community activist - 9

Community activist, Valley March leader - 4

PASO activist - 4

PASO—community activist - 4

Community activist - 2
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The most frequently mentioned leader vias State representative Lauro 

Cruz, first Mexican-American elected to the State House from Houston. 

Organizational leaders and a precinct judge followed closely behind in 

leader identification. Mo one individual dominated the leadership 

recognition list.

From the sane list of reported Mexican-American leaders, the 

respondents were asked to rate the leaders as to their effectiveness 

within the community. The choice of responses ranged from most influen

tial to uninfluential. Degrees of effectiveness were weighted, and the 

influential point total represents the sun of all the individual’s 

weighted influential ratings. Also the respondents rankings were corre

lated as multiple ranks to determine the degree of congruence among the 

respondents. A relatively high correlation, .95 in this case, illustrates 

a high degree of congruence among the respondents as to who are the 

community influentials.



TABLE 3.5 RAIJKILG OF EFFECTIVEKISS OF l-D'XICAK-A1HHIOAK 
LEADERS AID XULTIILE RAFK CORRLLATIOL’

(r^lS) Influential point total

State representative from Houston 41

Attorney, ex-president national LULAC 37

State PASO chairman - 26

Precinct judge—community activist - 23

Editor of El Sol—community activist - 22

Harris County PASO chairman - 22

National LULAC president - 16

PASO—community activist 11

Community activist, Valley March leader - 8

PASO activist - 6

Community activist - 3
2

Kcndnll multiple rank correlation W= 12S_______
(n^-n )-^( t-^-t)

The influentisl point total shows no drastic change of order frou 

the previous listing of top leadership. State representative Lauro Cruz 

was perceived as having the greatest influence in this comunity. Ex

president national LULAC, Judge Alfred Hernandez closely followed 

Representative Cruz and thon a seconding grouping of organizational 

leaders and a precinct judge received the next highest influential total.

By weighting the degrees of effectiveness, it was possible to place 

the reported list (7 names) of influential Koxican-Anerican leaders into 
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some system of rank order. The selection of Mexican-American leaders 

and activists included those persons reported as community leaders and 

all seven of them were included in the sample interviewed, ^y corre

lating the respondents1 ranking of these leaders, it was possible to 

discover a significantly high degree of congruence of rating among the 

sample members. Such a high correlation indicates a high degree of 

agreement on their perceptions of these reported leaders1 effectiveness 

within the community.

A high degree of acquaintance and communication was found to exist 

among this leadership class. Members of this leadership class may 

operate in different areas, but they display a knowledge of the activ

ities of each of the other leaders. The leaders rated derived their 

support base from primarily ethnic organizations, political positions or 

association with particular issues relevant to Mexican-American interest 

With such a relatively divided distribution of influentials among the 

leadership class, no singular person or organization dominates the poli

tical activity of the Mexican-American in Houston.

REFERENCES
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CHAPTER IV

MEXICAN-AIERICAN LEADERSHIP:

GOALS AND STRATEGY

The social actions of an ethnic group engaged in majority-minority 

relations usually entails the imposition of certain demands or goals on 

the political system and the selection of various means to promote these 

goals. The upsurgence of Mexican-American political activity has 

stirred new cries and demands of ethnic concerns. As Mexican-American 

leadership voices cries of unity and works to increase political partic

ipation, what appear to be the specific goals or ends of the Mexlcan- 

Amorican and his leadership?

One of the most important constraints on effective leadership in 

the Mexican-American community has been the lack of agreement among tho 

leadership as to what they want,^The difficulty of overall cooperation 

has been the common denominator of Mexican-American political activities 

throughout the Southwest.This may only be a temporary problem, but it 

may persist because of the absence of powerful personalities or issues to 

unite the Mexican-American.

Recognising itself as a disadvantaged minority, the Mexican-Amerjc-m 

group has focused on problems and issues that are relevant to its socio

economic and political condition. With this general concern in mind, 

various levels of Mexican-American goals were explored in this study, in 

an attempt to find patterns among tho various leaders* goals.

A wide range of issues were mentioned by the respondents when they 
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were asked to designate the most important issue facing the llexican- 

American community. No one goal or area of Mexican-Amorican interest 

dominated the responses. The most frequently stated issue dealt with 

the problem of education^ (See Table 4*1)» The primary emphasis on 

education was directed toward the language difficulty many Mexican- 

American children encounter when they begin school. Generally the 

respondents emphasized a general upgrading of the educational programs 

affecting the Mexican-American, particularly schools that have a pre

dominant Mexican-American enrollment. The concern for education reflected 

a feeling of disparity between the education the Mexican-Auerican 

receives and that of his Anglo counterpart.

^Number of responses = 46

TABLE 4.1 A FREQUElITf DISTRIBUTION 0? RESi CNSZS 
CONOERNING THE MOST IMFORTANT ISSUES 

FACING THE MEXICAl'J-AMjmiCAN

(1) Education (13) 28.2/= (4) Unity and Mobilize- (4) 
tion of Mexican-

8.7/

(2) Employment 
Opportunities

( 8) 17.4 Americans

( 5)
(5) Adoption of a State (3) 6.5

(3) Equality and 10.0 Minimum Mage
Mutual respect

(6) Other responses (12) 28./f.

Average per respondents 2.4

The need to consider cultural peculiarities, such as the maintenance

of their mother tongue, when educational programs arc being formulated 

and adopted were often mentioned. One respondent illustrated the problem 

of the Mexican-Amoric-an children when he first enters school.
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Our kids will automatically be behind the Anglo after 
the first three years, because it is these primary 
years that a child receives the basic tools that are 
further developed as he goes through school. When 
the Kex5 can-Araerican child is confronted with a new 
language, and he can't relate it to his own, positive
ly then he starts with a distinct disadvantage.

Not only is education recognized as a salient issue for the Mexican- 

American, but these activists also regard the area of।equal employment 

opportunityesjas quite important for their group. As the Mexican- 

American becomes more urbanized, Mexican-American leadership realizes the 

greater demands for retraining and relocation of their group members in 

order to increase their economic gains. Several instances of mention of 

a State minimum wage bill illustrated the leadership's attempt to raise 

the standards of the Mexican-American farm workers in South and South

west Texas. Every respondent that cited employment as a highly salient 

issue for the Mexican-American also indicated education as equally 

important or even more so. For example one respondent remarked:

By dealing with the economic problems of the general 
masses, you can improve housing, education, sub
standard wages . . . .

If we would concentrate on raising the educational 
level of our people, then we can get at the problem 
of employment opportunities.

Table 4«2 attempts to establish the degree of association between the 

issues of education and employment. Using the Chi-square test of contin

gency, the results indicate that these variables are not completely 

independent, but some degree of significance exists between the responses 

of education and employment.
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TABLE 4,2 x2 COI.’TIKGEI’GY TEST OF THE DEGREE OF 

SIGUinCAKCE BETJEtD El-nLOYl-lEET AID EDUCATION
AS AN B-a’ORTAIJT ISSUE FACINE THE MEXICAN-AMERICAN

Ho (Hypothesis): ^The variables are independent

Mentioned Enploynient Not Eaployncnt 
Mentioned education 7 6

Hot education 0 6

= ad-bc____________
(a+b) (c+d) (ate) (tH-d)

= 4.10
2

Level of significance = .05 x with 1 df = 3.?4
If x?>x2q5 then Ho rejected 4.10 > 3.84

^•A contingency test was constructed between the repondents who cited 
employment and/or education as the most important issues facing the 
Mexican-American with the rest of the sample.

The only other area which was frequently mentioned (10.8%) was the 

area of civil liberties. Concern for equal status as a citizen was 

typified by one respondent’s comments:

The majority needs to recognize the Mexican-Amcricans 
and deal with them on the basis of their qualifica
tions, and abilities; not stereotype our group as 
dirty, lazy Mexicans.

The Mexican-American faces more subtle discrimination than the Negroes, 

Overt discrimination against Mexicon-Anericans in public conveyances, 

restaurants, and so on is said to bo near the vanishing point. The more 

subtle discrimination experienced by the urban Mexican-American is typi

fied by a Los Angeles youth's remarks:

"There is discrimination, but it is more subtle
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and hard to pin dovn . . . Anglos tend to more 
out of a neighborhood if Mexicans move in, though 
more slowly than they do if Negroes move in. And 
Mexicans are discriminated in jobs.n^

No particular areas of discrimination were emphasised ty the respon

dents, as they indicated a necessity for equal access and opportunity in 

all areas of socio-economic and political life. Issues that were 

designated as important usually took the form of current socio-economic 

needs. The Mexican-.American occupies a relatively low strata in our 

society, and its leadership is primarily concerned with the progress of 

this group to share in the American dream of prosperity and a good life.

The other issues mentioned indicated an awareness of the utility of 

political participation in order to advance their ethnic interests. The 

issue of leadership development was perceived as being essential if the 

Moxiean-American is ever to gain political influence. The development 

of effective leadership can accelerate movements of Mexican-American 

unity and mobilization. Concomitant with mobilization, some interest was 

directed toward the type of strategies and methods the Mexican-American 

should use in order to attain his goals. Selection of strategics can 

become an issue if leadership is conscious of competing ethnic or racial 

groups and the results of their activity and methods.

Relevancy of Specific Issues

The major issues perceived by the selected sample of Houston 

Mexican-American leadership and activists tend to emphasize the ^socio-

economic areas. A series of specific issues was presented to the 

respondents so they could evaluate their saliendy with respect to
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Mexican-Anerican interests. The issues selected dealt with specific 

socio-economic issues, civil liberties, and local politics.

TAIjLE 4.3 RESPONSES OF SAI-u^E OOIICERKIKG SPECIFIC ISSUES 
IN TEIu-IS OF IMPORTANCE TO THE MEXICAIMMEPJCAN

Total Points Moon
Adoption of State minimum wage 57 3.0

Establishing more Junior Colleges 48 2.5

Re-emphacis of minority rights in 
State consitution

44 2.3

Assuring full employment 43 2.25

Enactment of bi-lingual 
instruction

42 2.2

Urban renewal 32 1.7

Revision of State criminal code 31 1.6

Expanding welfare services 26 1.4

City-county consolidations 23 1.2

x = 2.03 (Mean weighted response of the entire series of issues)

^Responses weighed by degrees of importance; very imtxirtant was assigned 
the value of 3, slightly important as 2 and relatively important as 1, 
and unimportant as 0.

Again the specific issues regarded as very important to the 

Mexican-American can be categorized as education and employment. Specif

ically the issue of adopting a State minimum wage received a perfect 

score of agreement. Mot only would the adoption of a State minjnum wage 

attempt to deal with problems of the Mexican-American farm worker, but 

passage of the bill would signify an ethnic victory and a show of influence 
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of the Mexican-American. In Texas politics, the Mc:dcan-Amoricon has 

made such concerted efforts to adopt a State minimum ware that it has 

become an ethnic issue.

A comparison of the open-ended responses and ‘the specific issues 

indicates that similarity exists between education and emploj’ment as the 

major goals of these leaders and activists. The Modcan-Amrican is 

slowly becoming more involved in political activity and as a result, ho 

seeks to maximize his rights and opportunities to play the game of 

politics. In this sense, the respondents view the increasing of poli

tical resources as maximizing their rights which will positively 

influence the development of their political resources. Table 4.4 

illustrates the correlation of specific issues that fall under three 

general categories of education, employment, and civil liberties. The 

scores of the statements dealing with education show a 1.0 correlation 

between bi-lingual instruction and establishing more Junior Colleges. 

Similarly a high correlation exists with the statements regarding civil 

liberties. Surprisingly, no correlation (positive) exists with the 

statements regarding adoption of a State minimum wage and assuring full 

employment. Possibly, the phrase, assuring fu?l employment, was too 

broad and nebulous and the respondents did not associate this issue with 

the specific one on minimum wage.
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TABLE 4.4 COEFFICIENT OF LINEAR CORRELATION GF 
THE FOLLO.jING FAIRS OF SCORES IN AREAS OF

EDUCATION, EMELOXMENT AND CIVIL LIBERTIES

Correlation of the scores of bi-lingual 
instruction—more Junior Colleges r = 1.C0

Revision of State criminal code—Reemphasis 
of minority rights in Texas constitution t = 0.88

Minimum wage—full employment r = 0.00

This exploration of various relevant issues shows various goals of

Mex3can-Anorican leadership. The Mexican-American views politics as a 

social instrument for improvement which not only serves as a means to 
3 

achieve certain ends, but also as a means to increase the group’s 

political influence and resources in a domiant society that has been

reluctant to relinquish such political resources. In an attempt to 

better understand the gamut of llexican-Anerican concerns, the respon

dents were asked to evaluate a scries of statement of various areas of

concern of the Mexican-American.
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REGARDING RELEVANT MEXIGAN-Al-ERIGAIJ CONCERl'IC
TABLE 4.5 DEGREE OF AGRIEi-EITT '-JITH EEVER/iL STATEEHJTS

RevissTexas history textbooks to include 
more of Mexican-American influence

Total points

76

Mean

4.0

Mexican-American should see that the 
federal government help create better 
jobs and training programs 74 3.9

Mexican-American should advance himself 
to be part of ’’American way of life" 74 3.9

Mexican-American should work toward 
greater unity 72 3.8

Mex?can-Amorican should involve himself 
more in direct protests 71 3.7

Greater enforcement against green card 
workers (Imported Mexican laborers who 
gain temporary entry to work in U.S.z 70 3.7

City councilnen elected by a district 
system 69 3.6

Mass march organization to demonstrate 
Mexican-American’s political strength 
and awareness 64 3.4

Answers weighted in terms of agree strongly (4) to disagree strongly(o)

The increased sensitivity ty the Mexican-American is reflected by 

the responses of their community leaders and activists. The most 

positive response referred to the revision of State history books.

Aware of their cultural influence in the Southwest and Texas, the Mexican- 

Americans seek to place their status and contributions in proper perspec

tive. Although they have been commonly categorized "the sleeping giant,1’ 

MexLcan-Amertcans have awoken and now pose demands upon the society and 

the political system. Again the higher scores were associated with the 
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improvement of the educational system and increas'ng their employment 

opportunities. Secondly, through the realization that politics can 

serve as an important means of achieving their interests, the Mexican- 

American group has become increasingly aware of itbelf as a collective 

group. Mexican-American leadership desires a larger share of the 

allocation of values and the power to influence the policy-making 

process.

Through welfare goals appear to bo the prevalent goals among the 

Mexican-American leadership and activist class, there still remains 

great disparity over the range and importance of the various goals. 

Seemingly, intermediate and tangible goals may arouse a certain level 

of agreement, but when more substantial goals are considered, congruence 

on general goals among the leadership and activist class begin to dis

sipate. In an attempt to determine the amount of congruence on general 

goals among the respondents, five goals were presented and each respond

ent ranked them in order of their importance as a goal for the Mexican- 

American.
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TAELE 4.6 RAM ORDER CORRELATIOII OF EPZCIl-'IED

GO/iLS IN RELATION TO THE MEXIOAN-AliTT-ICAH

^■Kendall rank correlation - w = 1^ 

(nult'ple rankings) = .24

Rank order
Assimilation 1
into American 
mainstream (4) 22.2%

-.2. 3 __

(3) 17.7% (5) 27.!';(3) 17.7% (3) 16.7%

Better jobs and 
educational (1O)55«6 (4) 23.6 (2) 11.1 (1) 5.3 .
opporturitics

Establishing a 
bi-cultural 
society (3) 16.7 (2) 11.7 (3) 16.7 (3) 17.7 (C) 44.3

Better housing 
and social 
conditions — 0.0 (6) 35.3 (4) 22.2 (4) 23.5 (3) 16.7

City offices 
elected on (1) 5.5 (?) 11.7 (6) 33.3 35»3 (iLiit,!
district basis

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

A relatively lou rank correlation among the respondents indicates a 

low level of congruence concerning these goals for Mexican-American 

leaders. Although the goal of better jobs and educational opportunities 

recieved a higher ranking, no discernible pattern of preference 

materialized.
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TAKLE 4.7 A SUl-G-lATIOlI OF TIG ILMJKS OF TIE 
SPEGIrlED GOALS TH/XT THE MEXICAH-AIEIUGAN

OAK SEEK FROM THE SOCIETY

that the top rani: sums by the respondents would be one times the 
number of respondents, and sc on.

Rank Order Sanks *Ideal Summation

1. Bettor jobs and educational 
opportunities

28 (18)

2. Better housing and social 
conditions

55 (36)

3* Assimilation into American 
life

56 (54)

4. City councilnen elected on a 
district system

57 (72)

5. Establish a bi-cultural society 67 (90)

* Ideal sumr.iation assumes each issiue received distinct rankings such

It appears that the leadership and activist class are more concerned 

with the resolution of immediate problems than any long tern goals or 

overriding goals that serve as a focal point affecting the evaluation of 

issues and power relations* Once the Mexican-American can overcome the 

disparity of economic and educational levels, the immediacy of present 

goals will probably lose its importance and create a period of revaluation 

of Mexican-American goals and direction. Yet one of the respondents 

viewed hip group’s struggle as a continual cycle.

If you want to help the Mexican-American, then you 
have a lifetime job. Once we can get our people where 
they can share the benefits of America as the Anglos, 
there will always be another group to help advance 
into the Amor'can mainstream. We’re right next to 
Mexico, and there will always be a steady immigration 
of ”raza” to help.
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The goals of assimilation and a bi-cultural society did not receive 

any marked ranking, in either extreme, though over-all, establishing a 

bi-cultural society did receive the lower ranking. This may also indi

cate a lack of congruence within the leadership and activist class since 

the apparent dichotomy of these two goals was not evident in the respon

ses. Apparently, the respondents interpreted assimilation as receiving 

the socio-economic benefits of the American mainstream and not neces

sarily the loss of distinct cultural values or traits. Nevertheless the 

process of assimilation tends to depoliticize groups when it breaks the 

homogeneity of ethnic associational life, and leads to the lack of 

direction and '’anomie”, or creates cross pressures which weaken partial 
5

political attachments. In viewing Mexican-American goals, the present 

analysis only reveals the concern of Mexican-American leaders to focus 

on socio-economic issues relevant to their group’s social status and 

developing the power resources to achieve these goals. No discernible 

patterns of an overriding ethnic interest in more substantial terms were 

distinguishable.

Mexican-Amer5can Strategy

As Mexican-American group leadership is involved with the promotion 

of the interests of its group, leaders must select the means to employ 

in seeking these goals and interests. As Mexican-American leaders inter

pret various issues as ethnically related interests, they will attempt 

to maximize their group’s influence in altering the present power con

figuration and the authoritative allocation of values. In many cases, 
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the means available to the leadership class will affect the prevailing 

majority-minority relations which will vary with time and location. 

Strategy is also dependent upon the group's values which formulate a 

framework in which the leader may choose various alternative methods. As 

ethnic groups compete with other ethnic groups, their leadership becomes 

quite cognizant of their competitor's tactics and their successes or 

failures.

In an attempt to determine any pattern of strategy among this lead

ership class, five specific types of methods were presented and the 

respondents ranked them in order of their effectiveness.

Rank order

TABLE 4.8 HANK ORDER CORRELATION OF SPECIFIC STRATEGIES 
AS VIE’JED BY MEXICAN-AMERICAN LEADERS AND ACTIVISTS

Strategy 1
Litigation (1) 5.555$

2
(6) 35.35$ (4723.5%

_k_
(2) 11.1%

5___
(5) 27.8%

Direct action: 
protest (4) 22.2 (4) 23.5 (2) 11.8 (5) 27.8 (2) 11.1

Increased 
Mexican- 
American voter 
registration (12)66.7 (4) 23.5 (1) 5.9 ee ■■ ■* (1) 5.5

Bargaining and 
mediation (1) 5.55 — — ■ (9) 53.9 (5) 27.8 (3) 16.7

Economic
boycotts - -------- 13) .12.17 11)„ 5.2 (61,33.3 (7) 38.9

(18)100.0 (17)100.0 (17)100.0 (18)100.0 (18)100.0

Kendall rank correlation w = 12S
m2(»^-n)

(multiple rankings) = .26
Strategy ranked in terms of most effective to least effective.
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TABLE 4.9 ILU."K SUI-2-IATI0R OF THE STRATEGIES
FOR POLITICAL I1<ELUENCE

Strato.tv Summation of ranks Ideal Rank Summation

(1) Increased Mexican-American 
voter registration 28 (18)

(2) Direct action protest 48 (36)

(3) Litigation 58 (54)

(4) Bargaining and mediation 63 (72)

(5) Economic boycotts 68 (90)

Using Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient, a relatively small corre

lation exists between the ranks of the various methods and the level of

congruence among tho respondents. The strategy of enlarging the ethnic 

voting populace appears to be the most effective method perceived by 

this leadership class, though subsequent methods do not follow any dis

cernible pattern of relative importance.

Politics provides the arena and the rules of the game in which this 
7 

ethnic group can natch wits against those of the dominant group.

Apparently, it is the intention of this leadership class to play the 

Anglo’s game and by sophisticating and developing the various political 

resources for power relations, to successfully challenge and beat the 

Anglo at his own game. The Mexican-American leadership assesses its 

relative strength as high in potential. With a young population and rela

tively high growth rate, the leadership views new expansion of voter 

registrants as an effective measure in local and state pol-'tics. Such 

activity in increasing the voter registration will show significant gain 
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from an ethnic group that has a low registration record in the past, 

partly due to the poll tax and political apathy.

In the last decade Negroes have used overt action as well as legal 

recourse. Subsequently all minorities have benefited from their acti

vities. But the rewards were primarily oriented to Negroes, the Mexican-
8 

Americans were left relatively unrewarded and their passivity underscored. 

The new leadership saw the necessity for political activity and the 

effect of direct action protest. Though no significant level of congru

ence or agreement is evident among this leadership class, respondents 

were aware of the power of direct action protest and 58.8% of them 

ranked direct protest within the top three rankings. the comparison 

of the scores of the respondents to certain statements concerning various 

types of direct protest and direct political activity, a high degree of 

correlation exists between specific issues involving direct action.

TABLE 4.10 CORRELATION OF RESPONDENTS* SCORES 
ON MEXICAN AMERICAN CONCERNS RELATION 

TO DIRECT ACTION OR PROTEST

l)Increasinr direct 2) Mass march
protest activities to Austin

1) Organizing a mass
march to Austin r = .97

2) Seeking direct represen-
tation in city council r - .64 r = .85

A significantly high correlation is indicated from the respondents1 scores 

on a mass march to show their group’s political strength and awareness and 

a general increase in direct protest activities to focus on their problems 
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and serve as a method of influence. As one respondent indicated, the 

evaluation of strategy is a pr’mary concern of Hexican-American leader

ship.

I think that the most important issue'facing 
the Mexican-American is the matter of mili
tancy. That is, to what degree of militancy 
will we use in order to achieve our demands 
and goals from this society.

The Mexican-Amori cans no longer want to stand on the periphery of 

political activity, and their leadership has become increasingly sen

sitised toward political activity as the chief means of expressing the 

group’s desires and needs. Apparently, no level of significant 

congruence has been achieved ty this leadership class, as a relatively 

low level of agreements exists on the techniques and strategy most 

effective to promote their group’s goals. Initially, the leaders are 

attempting to transform their increased sensitivity into political 

action by trying to stimulate their group members to unite via the 

strength of the ballot box. The Mexican-American leadership has jumped 

into the political arena and now seeks to play the game and use the rules 

to the best of its advantage. As other ethnic groups, particularly the 

Negroes, accelerate their overt and direct action in the political 

system, the Mexican-American will carefully evaluate the results and re

wards of these strategies and relate them to the achievement of his 

goals. Presently, it seems that the Mexican-American accepts the challenge 

to beat the Anglo at his own game.
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CHAI’TER V

FUNCTIONS OF MEXIOAN-A1ERICAN LEADERSHIP

Although tho concept of leadership has been analyzed into many 

various dimensions, there is some agreement that the political leader is 

a decision-maker affecting the structure of political activity and 

policy choices in the area in which ho operates. Nevertheless, the 

study of leadership would hot be complete unless tho conditions of a 

given setting are also considered as affecting the roles and demands of 

leadership. Since ethnic political leadership is primarily concerned 

with the promotion of ethnic interests, the demands on leadership are 

largely defined by the relationship with its members or those affected 
2

by the leader’s decisions. It is the consideration that constitutes 

extent to which the followers determine who their leaders shall be, the 

content of leadership, and also the source of the leader’s authority. 

The new leadership of the Mexican-American, for the most part, belongs to 

a variety of older organizations that were interested mainly in educa-
3 

tional, fraternal, social and recreational activities.

As the Mexican-American becomes more self-conscious of himself as 

competing for certain scarce values with other ethnic groups, this new 

leadership increasingly becomes identified as ethnic leaders. The 

sharper the competition, and tho greater tho estrangement, rejection, 

and isolation of the ethnic group in the political system, the more 

firmly will ethnic leadership be identified with the interests of the 
4

the ethnic group as an ethnic group. As issues are defined as ethnic
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issues, Mexican-American leadership will become more of a matter of 

issue leadership. Viewing Mexican-American politics,” several queries 

arise as to what are the major problems the Mexican-Amer"can contends 

with in order to he politically influential. Hou can an organism capable

- of clarifying and articulating the aspirations of all Mexican-Americans 

be created? How can a national leadership structure be built that can 

speak for the group and stimulate and guide it in a common direction?

Hoxz can resources necessary to improve the social, economic, educational 

and political status of the group be mobilized and plans implemented to 

bring about improvement?

These quierics illustrate various functions that Mexican-American 

leaders can incorporate in the promotion and achievement of their group’s 

interests. For example, in order to articulate and clarify the aspira

tions of the Mexican-American, extensive communication must exist between 

those selected as leaders and their followers. Mexican-American leader

ship must serve the function of inter- and intra-communication with its 

followers and other actors in the political system, in order to gather 

information, determine goals, implement policy, etc.

The respondents were asked to cite the major functions of 

Mexican-American leadership. Various leadership functions were mentioned, 

and the responses focused on intra-group relations, rather than emphasiz

ing inter-group power relations and encounters. That is, this leader

ship and activist class was primarily concerned with the mobilization of 

its group and intra-group communication. Table 5.1 illustrates the 

range of specific responses outling the various functions of Mexica-American
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leadership.

TAELE 5.1 RE.'.POIISES REGARDUIG TH"’. WOE 
FUNCTIONS OF MEXICyiK-Al-niUCAH LE/DERSIIIP

Mobilize for political 
action

(8) 16.7JS Education for his group (4) 8.3^

Spokesman for his group (3) 6.2
Communication role (7) 14.6

Contact with dominant (2) 4.2
Developing group’s (6) 12.5 power structure

identification
Unification of group (2) 4.2

Articulating and pro- (5) 10.4
jecting group’s problems Development of leader-

ship (1) 2.1
Seeking group’s (4) 8.3
approval Increasing monetary

resources (1) 2.1
Implementing group’s (4) 8.3
goals via political Leader independent from (1) 2.1
system organizational ties

Number of responses'= 42

The categories presented indicate some degree of overlap of leader

ship functions. For example, the idea of unification and mobilization of 

the Mexican-American are closely inter-related and almost interchangeable. 

By categorizing these functions in relatively specific terms, one can 

view the gamut and particular perceptions of the respondents. Examining 

these responses the primary leadership roles appear to be that of mobil

izing his group as a collective, cohesive unit, and then transmitting 

group interests via the political system.

By further analysis of the respondents’ categories, five general 

functions of ethnic leadership are evident. That is, the thirteen 
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various roles of leadership as described by the respondents can bo 

classified into five broader categories which outline the major perceived 

functions of leadership. (Seo Table 5.2).

TABLE 5.2 FUMCTIONE OF MEXIOAU-AMERICAN LEADERSHIP

Mobilization for political action (10) 20.9%

Communication function (intra) (11) 22.9

Leadership as intervening agent of 
political influence

(U) 29.1

Development of political resources (6) 12.5

Developing group identification (6) 12.5

Other (1) 2.1
100.0%

The function of leadership as an intervening dimension through
6 

which political influences are mobilized and transmitted can take many 

forms. Mcrican-Zmerican leadership in this sample views the transmis

sion and mobilization of political influence as involving the articula

tion of the problems, interests, and demands of its group in confronting 

majority-minority power relations. A leader must establish and maintain 

contact with the dominant power structure so that group demands and 

influence can bo utilized to attain the group’s goals.

Certain skills, socio-economic positions and institutional positions 
7

are necessary for leadership. One respondent pointed out that a leader 

must weigh, evaluate and interpret the circumstances, alternatives, etc., 
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after consultation with his follajers, and then decide what recourse of 

action will bo most effective. Another commented:

Sonetimes you have to do some things that your 
people would not do. If you forget your personal 
pride, and completely identify with youi’ people, 
you can use all your skills.

The function of leadership, as an intervening agent, involves the idea of 

representing its group by constantly communicating with its followers 

and then interacting with the other actors in the political arena to pro

mote its group’s interest.

The idea of leadership serving as an intervening agent precludes 

the existence of an identifiable, cohesive group. If leadership is to 

function and maintain its effectiveness, group cohesion and mobilization 

for action become important concerns for Mexican-American leadership. 

Thus leadership becomes involved in developing strong ties of unity and 

identification among its group members. The respondents, conscious of 

the Mexican-American’s relative inexperience in political activity, 

realize the need to mobilize their group as a collective force, in order 

to exert political influence in the system. "La Raza" has become a 

rallying point as it has never been in earlier tines in this country for 

the Mexican-American.8 Once the Mexican-Americans perceive themselves 

as an identifiable group, Mexican-American leadership attempts to stim

ulate the group to act as a collective unit. These respondents view 

part of their function of leadership as to involving their group in 

politics and projecting their group’s predicament and demands in the poli

tical arena.
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In addition to the respondents1 answers to an open ended question 

regarding the functions of Mexican-American leadership, a series of 

specific functions of minority leadership were presented and the res

pondents rated the importance of each function in relation to Mexican- 

American leadership.

TAELE 5.3 REGARDING SEVERAL FJKCTIOHS
OF MEXICAN-Al-ERICAJJ LEADERSHIP

Totr
Leader should try to mobilize as many votes as 
possible to reap the political benefits

1 wtd. point

73

s Moan

3.S

Leader serves as group spokesman and 
constantly communicates with his group 70 3.7

Leader needs to maintain close contact with 
influence in dominant group 61 3.2

Leader maintains independence from existing 
power structure 59 3.1

Once selected leader, he determines the needs 
of his people 25 1.3

^Responses weighted on very important (Z|.) to very unimportant (o) 
continuum.

The highest rating of the respondents re-omphasize this leadership class’ 

perceptions of a leader’s role to mobilize his group and participate in 

the political process. This group of activist is primarily concerned 

with the group’s increased involvement in the political sphere so that 

its goals and interests can be fulfilled.

Leaders mobilize and transmit political influence into the system. 

Though they act as the spokesmen and intervening agent of their group, 

Mexican-American leaders are also involved with the mobilization and 
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cohesiveness of thoir followers. Indicative of these respondents‘ 

concern for unity is the h5gh degree of importance given to group mobi

lization to increase voting strength. Fragmentation of the group weakens 

the collective strength of the Mcxican-Americans.

As Moxican-Apierican leadership attempts to articulate and clarify 

the concerns of its group, the communScation function becomes more 

salient to the respondents' perceptions of a leader's proper role. An 

overriding concern is the relationship between the leader and his fol

lowers. One respondent commented:

I think a leader of "los ^lexicanosl, must take 
an attitude of willingness and selflessness 
when he accepts the role of a leader. Actually 
he becomes more of a servant of his people.

The communication function involves a continual interaction between the 

leader and his followers in order to “understand the needs of his group" 

and their desires. Ethnic leadership is largely dependent on the leader's 

relations with those who are affected by his decisions. Several respond

ents indicated as part of the communication function that approval by 

one's followers is a vital part of the leader's relations with his group 

members. One respondent stated:

The Mexican-American leader's basis should be 
love for his people and he should always seek 
approval of his action from them.

The tendency of the responses emphasized intra-group communication as 

necessary for leaders to become effective and accepted as leaders of their 

group. This point is also reinforced by the low rating given to the state

ment regarding a leaders determining the needs of his people. The natron 
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system of deciding the wants and desires of the group is no longer prev

alent among the Mexican-American leadership.

Another category of Mexican-American leadership functions is the 

development of political resources. These political resources can in

clude social standing, money, votes, threat of force, etc. In political 

activity, a minority group not only expresses its wants and needs but 
o

also provides the outlet for potential leadership. This outlet for 

leadership allows individuals to assert and develop the leadership 

abilities as the group’s demands and the setting lends itself. One’s 

period of leadership may last for only a few minutes, or for a specific 

issue. As Mexican-American politics beconss more clearly defined, 

outlets of leadership increase as group demands, circumstances, and 

group approval play a more important role as who or how long one will be 

recognised as a Mexican-American leader.

Some of the respondents (8,3^) indicated that political influence 

could be expanded if the Mexican-American leader would educate his group. 

This t^e of educational process involves the upgrading of the group 

socially, economically, politically, and educationally. The leadership 

class viewed much of the education of its group as a sociali zat'.on 

process. In order to play the game of politics, his group should be 

equipped as much as possible to deal with dominant group.

The fragmentation in this ethnic group manifests itself in the lack 

of sufficient funds to support candidates or engage in other political 

activities. The lack of support for political activities among the 

Mexican-Amcricans is not due to the group’s lack of money, but to the 
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business and professional class apathy toward political activities. 

Though the problem of sufficient funds exists among Mexican-/mericans, 

only slight mention of it was made. Perhaps present concerns with group 

mobilisation and intra-group communication are given greater primacy# 

and the development of political resources develops after the initial 

concern is achieved.

One final aspect of* the respondents’ perceived functions of Mexican- 

American leadership is the matter of self-identification and commitment 

to the followers. Leadership is symbolic of the whole group. The 

leader’s achievements are the group’s achievements.The leaders can

not be divorced from the community and culture which produced them. To 

the respondents, identification involved not losing sight of his group 

and demonstrating a willingness to serve. Though the claims of a pre

ponderance of factional leaders is often made about Mexican-American 

leadership, one respondent welcomed greater activity by numerous 

leaders,

I don’t feel that we have too many leaders within 
our group. If they worked for the advancement of 
our group, then there is plenty of work for any 
number of leaders. You must remember the cause 
is greater than yourself.

Concomitant with the aspect of group identification, specific 

quest?ons of leader identification with his group and personal group 

attachment were examined. Of the sample, 73.Ila of the respondents agreed 

strongly that a leader should identify with his group and use it as a 

base of support.
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TABLE 5.4 RESPONSES REGARD DIG LEADER-GROUP 
IDENTIFICATION AND PERNONAL IDImITIFICATION 

WITH HIS GROUP

People have said that in order to be an effective leader of a 
minority group, one must identify with his followers and utilize 
then as a base of support.

Agree strongly (14) 73.7%

Agree slightly (3) 16.3

Disagree

n - (19)

(2) 10.0
100.0

Correlation of Mexican-American leader-group identifica
tion and personal identification with other Mcxican-Americans.

r = --------nGsrV ZE------ 9---- --
n x- (x)2 n y - (y)^

r = .97

A very high degree of correlation exitts between the respondents1 percep

tion of leader-group identification and their personal identification with 

other MeX2can-Americans. Mexican-American political leaders show a high 

degree of association with their followers. The Mexican-Amer'can, as an 

ethnic group, has just recently engaged in political activity as a united, 

cohesive group. Subsequently, his leadership sees as his major function 

the mobilization of the group into an influential unit in addition to 

serving as the articulator, mediator and decision-maker for the Mexican- 

American in the policy making process.
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CHAPTER VI

MOBILIZATION OF THE MEXICAN-AMERICAN:

A PROBLEM OF UNITY

Robert Lane contends that the seat of ethnic politics is the local 

community, not the national or state capitol. Lacking strong organiza

tions and the ability to finance broad programs, the Mexican-American 

leadership has been unable to attack its problems on a regional or 
1

national basis. The fact that there is a growing awareness of common 

problems and some degree of agreement on goals within the activist and 

leadership class leads one to believe that in the future it will not be
p 

as difficult to implement action programs for Mexican-Americans.

Despite this growing activity within the group, its leaders must deal 

with a large, heterogeneous group that has been given many labels.such 

as Mexican-Anerfcans, Latin-Americans, Spanish-surnamed people, Spanish

speaking, etc. There is no consensus among the Mexican-Americans in the 

United States as to their self-image. Kithin this heterogenous group, 

loosely defined as the Mexican-American, the leadership must contend vrilth 

the problem of group unification and cohesion. ■

An activated Mexican-American populace must significantly identify 

itself and be conscious of its group as competing for certain scarce 

values with other ethnic groups. Past experiences have created disunity 

in terms of a lack of common action and limited cohesion. To some degree 

this situation has been altered slightly by the civil rights movement
3

and the War on Poverty. Initial areas of interest toward common action
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have been stinulatcd and limited cohesion developed. How Mexican- 

American leadership is beginning to examine possible items of unity for 

the group. Julian Samora suggests several possible items of unity:

Anglo exclusiveness; an undifferentiated Maxtcan-Z'merican group; common 

ethnic tongue; Mexican-American group concepts; recognition of group- 

wide grievances; majority voting patterns; and Anglo attempts to unify
4

Mexican-/.merican votes.

Like all Mexican-American leaders throughout the Southwest, the 

Houston activist and leadership class is concerned with the issue of 

unity and what catalysts can serve as cohesive bonds for Mexican-American 

politics in order for its group to impose its demands and interests. 

Several statements regarding Mexican-American unity wore selected in 

order to determine the range of agreement of the respondents.

Acree Strongly kcree Slachtly Disagree

TABLE 6.1 STATEi'IEl'TS REGARDIHG POSSIBLE iTliMS FOR 
MEXICA1I-AIERIC/J1 UHTY (RANGE OF AGREEi-GRT)

Concept of "La Rasa" as a 
realistic unifying force (11) 57.9^ (5) 26.3% (3) 15.8%

A common ethnic tongue (14) 73.7 (2) 10.5 (3) 15.8

Common economic and social 
predicaments (15) 79.0 (2) 10.5 (2) 10.5

A rising importance of 
Latin America to aid 
cultural identification 
and pride (11) 57.9 (3) 15.8 (5) 26.3

Though these four statements only illustrate some possibilities for

unifying factors, a relatively moderate degree of agreement of both 
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intensities (agree strongly and agree slightly), exists for all the 

statements. The general economic and social predicaments, economic 

particularly, of the Mexican-Znerican are perceived as aiding unifica

tion. This common predicament seems to reinforce the growing concern 

within the group about the disadvantage position of the Mexican-American. 

Dealing with such a heterogenous group, Mexican-American leadership may 

have to focus some of its attention on the assimulatcd, successful 

Mexican-Amcricans who do not experience such general economic and/or 

social disparity. In any national effort, Mexican-American leadership 

must concern itself with the differing views of its subgroup. Mexican- 

American leadership must reconcile and give expression to its subgroups, 

but still develop a cohesive ethnic group. Similarly, local Mexican- 

American leadership nay contend with differing views within its group as 

efforts to expand its resources and strengthen group identification are 

attempted. The respondents seem to realize that a general low socio

economic status still remains a general characteristic of the Mexican- 

American and can possibly serve as a unifying factor.

Culturally, one of the distinguishing characteristics of the Mexican- 

American is the retention of his ethnic tongue. The educational process 

and acculturation of the Mexican-American has diminished the predominance 

of his language, but it is still evident among most Mexican-Americans due 

to social contacts, familial ties, etc. Subsequently Mexican-American 

leadership seeks to utilize this pride of bi-lingualisn as an identifying 

factor. "We all love to be addressed, even if brokenly, en la lengua que 
5 mamamos (in the language we suckled, in our mother’s tongue)."

"La Raza" has become a rallying point though not highly significantly 
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perceived by the respondents as a realistic force in uniting the 

Mexican-Americans. As one respondent described:

You can always get sone gritos (outbursts) when 
sone one shouts ’’Viva, la raza," but it’s a ral
lying point and not something to center a movement.

The problem of creating and maintaining unity among the Mexican- 

American remains an imminent concern of the leadership. Perhaps a 

bettor understanding of Mexican-American unity could be achieved if we 

examine the possible obstacles confronting the Mexican-American in his 

attempts to organize and unify. Certain cultural traits and group 

values have been attributed as factors affecting the Mexican-American’s 

inability to organize and unite. A series of statements relating to 

various alleged factors regarding the lack of Mexican-American mobiliza

tion was evaluated by the respondents.

TABLE 6.2 RESPONSES REGARDING STATEMENTS CONCERNING THE 
MEXICAi^.AMERICAN’S INABILITY TO ORGANIZE AND UNITE

Agree Strongly Agree Slightly Disagree
The Mexican-American displays 
a highly individualistic 
spirit (7) 36.9% (8) 42.1% (4) 21.0%

Mie.xican-American not concerned
with political activity (5) 26.3 (6) 31.6 (8) 42.1

Cultural values hinder formal
group participation (7) 36.9 (3) 15.7 (9) 47.4

Mexican-American does not 
identify significantly with 
his ethnic group (4) 21.0 (7) 36.7 (8) 42.1
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Mgxloan-AmBrican leadership has been exarainod in terms of close 

leader-follower relations. The Mexican-American leader's responsibil

ities are to fulfill himself, and at the same time, to reflect his 
6 

group's aspirations. "For the Mexican-American, this is difficult 

because of the individualistic nature of Hispanic people which vitiates 

against group actions." Though commonly stated as a hindrance for 

group action, Mexican-American individualism, does not prevail as a 

major obstacle among the respondents. Some degree of agreements is 

assigned to the cultural traits of individualism and close family ties, 

but such factors are not overwhelmingly perceived as dominant variables 

which distract from group unity and action. In many respects, the mo

bilization of the Mexican-American is not totally related to cultural 

or group values, but to the problems of activating any group of people. 

For example, one respondent repudiated such factors as hindering 

Mexican-American unity.

The Anglo has tried to convince the Mexican- 
American that he can not be organized. Now 
he has generated the myth so that he has 
some of our leaders believing it.

Obstacles toward unity may be partly due to the dominant group's effort 

to divide the Mexican-American populace, ethnic cultural values, group 

apathy and the alleged general ambivalence toward politics by the 

Mexican-Ainerican.

In an effort to examine unity among the Mexican-Americans, the res

pondents were asked to cite the major obstacles confronting their group 

in their efforts to organize and unite all Mexican-Americans. Even
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though certain cultural traits have been cited as possible unifying 

factors, further examination of Mexican-American unity was necessary 

to find any other factors relating to unity and also verify the attributed 

factors. It is assumed that the responses regarding obstacles of 

unity indicate that alleviation of recorded obstacles will aid Mexican- 

American unity, A wide range of responses was recorded from the very 

lack of unity itself to the dominant power structure trying to divide 

the Mexican-American.

TABLE 6.3 RESPONSES COIICERillllG THE MAJOR OBSTACLES 
COin?ROHTIKG THE MEXICAN-AMERIG.^:1S ATTElIPrS TO 

ORGANK'-E AM) UNITE

Group leadership (intra-group jealousy, 
mistrust) (7) 22%

Lack of unity (4) 12

Lack of effective communication (4) 12

Lack of common concern or interest (4) 12

No sense of co-operation (2) 6

Dominant power group tries to divide 
the Mexican-American (2) 6

Lack of education (2) 6

Others (4) 12

Though a variety of responses was mentioned, certain facets of group 

mobilization, cohesion, and leadership prevailed. The average Mexican- 

Amer? can person has been uninvolved, lied to, and exploited so that he is 

not responsive to appeals. His suspiciousness has been attributed to the 
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Mexican-American leadership, past and present. The respondents cited 

the lack of any regional or national leader with whom the Mexican-American 

can identify his plight and interests. Generally, the lack of effective 

leadership •within the group has reflected the group’s uninvolvenent in 

political activity. Much of the concern for leadership failure was the 

presence of intra-leadership jealousy and mistrust. Personalities 

become a deterrent to group advancement, as Mexican-American leaders 

spend the'I- time disclaiming other leaders within the group. Jealousy 

and mistrust are citec as the major failure of the leadership class in 

Houston. Concomitant with the failure of leadership is the mention of 

group jealousy of success. If a leader advances socially and economi

cally, his group members may no longer consider him as part of the group. 

The leader is perceived to think of himself as better than his people. 

Whether' Mexican-American leadership becomes highly fluid, in the sense, 

that a leader or group of leaders of the 11 common1’ people may emerge, 

rather than successful, middle-class individuals, could not be determined.

The other area perceived as an obstacle to Mexican-American unity 

was the lack of group identification. Those respondents who mentioned a 

lack of unity cited as reasons the lack of interest or common concern, 

no strong sense of cooperation, group cultural values, and the lack of 

attractive goals. This activist and leadership class perceive that a 

lack of group past experience with political mobilization and participa

tion and the failure to develop meaningful ties of ethnic identification 

serve as one of the major causes of Mexican-American non-cohesiveness.

As unity has been examined, Mexican-American leadership has



attributed certain cultural values, Anglo exclusiveness, general dif

ficulties of mobilising any group and the disunity among its leadership 

as major factors affecting the unity of the group. Though cultural 

values have been accorded as major influences distracting Mexican- 

American group action, such variables are not perceived as significantly 

hindering mobilization. This may be a result of the effects of urbani

zation on the Mexican-American, though significant research in this area 

has not been done. Present intra-leadership disharmony based on 

personalities and the relative lack of communication with the grass 

roots by the present leadership has also led to the gradual mobilization 

of the Mexican-American. An Increased sensitivity occurs among the 

Mexican-American, beyond the cries of "Viva la raza," leadership seeks 

to develop more cohesive and durable ties of group action.
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CHAPTER VII

MAJORITY-MINORITY RELATIONS: IMTER-GROUP

RELATIONS AID COMI UNITY RATING

By various standards the vast majority of the Mexican-Anericans are 

deprived. Experiencing a low socio-economic status and having a low 

level of educational attainment, the Mexican-American is unprepared for 

existence in a technological age. If one assumes that all men need to 

be treated with fairness and dignity and that all men desire to be judged 

on the basis of individual merit,then ths Mexican-American is again 

deprived in our society. Yet this sense of deprivation does not coincide 

with the objective facts. Though people may subsist at low levels of 

deprivation, by other persons1 standards, the "deprived” group nay not 

be aware of this state of deprivation or it may use other standards as a 

reference. Therefore, this sense of deprivation depends on one’s stand-
2 

ards and with whom one compares oneself. In most cases, it is a relative 

matter and bears little relat?.on to the facts.

Some have said that the Mexican-American has been aroused because of 

the Negro’s activity in the area of civil r'ghts and programs to combat 

socio-economic conditions. Sone Mexican-Americans have felt that if the 

Mexican-American would not be so much of a "Mexican” he would be able to 

share the rewards of American prosperity. On the other hand, others have 

felt that the Anglo power structure has endeavored to maintain the 

Mexican-American in his subordinate status so thab the Anglo will not 

have to share the material and the equitable benefits of Aimer lean society.
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As these positions are readily conceiveable, no one really knows whether 

such conditions are valid. The Mexican-American is an unknown quantity 

in American society and only limited research has focused on the Mexican- 

American, his modes of behavior, family structure, group organizational 

life, geographical immigration, patterns, etc.

The perceptions of Mexican-American leadership concerning majority

minority relations may reflect its group’s sense of deprivation and 

attitude toward future inter-group relations. Each of the respondents 

were asked to rate the majority-minority relations in this community. 

Based on a rating scale of one to ten (ten as the best possible relations), 

present majority-minority relations were also compared with ratings of 

past and future inter-group relations.

TABLE 7.1 HOUSTOH UTIN-ALtGLO COLCUIIITY RELATIOITS 
RATING BI MEXI3AI?-AI-iERI3AN LEADERSHIP AND

ACTIVISTS 'PRHSEUT)

Poor (1-3) (1) 6%

Average (4-6) (6) 31.7

Good (7-8) (10) 52.7

Excellent (9-10) (2) 10.6

Mean of community relation rating = 6.6 Standard deviation = 2.1

Table 7.1 indicates a relative degree of satisfaction with community 

relations among the activists and leaders. In evaluating these findings, 

we must keep in mind that wo are dealing with the way individuals rank
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their community’s majority-minority relations in terms of their own 

personal view of the worst and best relations that any community might
3 

have. The evaluation of community relations may reflect the objective 

characteristics of that community as much as subjective evaluations and 

feelings of individuals. As one respondent commented on Latin-Anglo 

relations:

As far as I’m concerned, I have not experienced 
any discrimination or abuse with Anglos, though 
some of my friends have told me of their ex
periences. But, I have found relations to be 
very good in Houston.

Activists and leaders of the various Moxican-Anerican organized 

groups have greater contact and interaction with the Anglo community 

than their followers. This could broaden their experiences of Anglo at

titudes toward the Mexican-American, but the effect of successful and 

equitable relations may cause them to weigh inter-group relations solely 

on personal experience.

Though community relations have been perceived as satisfactory, 

comparison with past and expected majority-minority relations may serve 

as an indicator of change or progress toward better or worse community 

r ons #
TABLE 7.2 MEAK CO12IUHITI MAJ0RITY-MIN01UTI RELATIONS 

RATING BY MEXICAN-AMERICAN LEADERS AND ACTIVISTS

Five years ago 5.1

Today 6.6

Five years hence 7.9

’‘Long run improvement 2.S
(includes the total change of past and future from the community's 

present rating)
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Though these evaluations are highly subjective and tell more about the 

leaders of the community than they do about the actual state of majority

minority relations, it is these patterns of perceptions that Mexican- 

American leaders use to viev/ power group relations on which they base 

their group’s demands and social actions. Perception of a gradual 

improvement of community relations is evident among the leadership class. 

The Mexican-American leadership class and activists seem to feel that 

relations have reached a plateau and further advancement of inter-group 

relations will be more gradual. As evidence of this feeling, the 

standard deviation of the respondents’ ratings was the smallest (1.9) on 

future community relations than the other periods of community relations. 

In citing the mean of future community relations, the reliability of this 

mean will depend on the degree of variation among the individual variates 

that make up the sample. A small standard deviation represents a low 

degree of variation among the respondents and the mean value becomes more 

descriptive of the whole group. As one respondent commented:

I have lived in Houston all my life and I 
have seen a lot of improvement, but further 
advances in Latin-Anglo relations will take 
greater efforts and the rate of change will 
be less drastic.

Though local Mexican-American leadership relates to its community 

relations patterns, cognizance of Latzn-Anglo relations elsewhere can 

serve as a reference of its community relations as compared to its group’s 

circimstances in other regions of the country. A relatively similar cir

cumstance throughout the Southwest may influence a nation-wide attempt to 

confront the problems of the Mexican-American. Although a wide disparity 
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of comunlty rolati ons nay obstruct such a large scale activity due to 

lack of coiaiaon interests in community relations as related to ethnic 

politics.

TABLE 7.3 KEAN COIEIUIJTY RELATIONS RATING 0? VARIOUS 
COMMJIJITIES BY MEXICAN-AMERICAN LEADERS AND ACTIVISTS

Los Apgeles 6.2

Albuquerque 6.1

Laredo 6.7

Edinburg 4.9

Chicago 5.4

medium size town in Michigan 5.6

Denver 6.7

Houston 6.6

Comunity relations in other conmunitios in the Southwest are per

ceived on having similar ratings of community relations, other than the 

Rio Grande Valley area in South Texas. Now areas of Mexican-American 

immigration, the Midwest, are perceived as having poor relations, perhaps 

reflecting attitudes of expected Anglo resistence to Mexican-American 

influx into new areas.

Evaluation of community relations has been examined via the tool of 

rating relations in a numerical scale. Respondents designate a certain 

numerical rating in respect to their conceptions of ideal majority

minority relations. In an attempt to determine the standards by which 

leadership evaluates community relations, the respondents were asked to 



describe the best and worst possible Latin-Anglo relations in their 

community.
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TABLE 7.4 RESPONSES OR THE BEST POSSIBLE IRTER-GROUP 
RELATIONS BY MEXICAN-AMERICAN LEADERS AND ACTIVISTS

Mutual understanding, respect (8) 30.8^

Equal opportunities (5) 19.2

Full participation and mutual self-help (5) 19.2

Equal educational and economic standing (5) 19.2

Open communication between groups (2) 7.8

Mutual cultural exchange (1)
100.0

TABLE 7.5 RESPONSES ON THE WORST POSSIBLE IliTER-GROUP 
RELATIONS BY IflDXICAN-AliERICAN LEADERS Al® ACTIVISTS

Discrimination in all areas of human
relations (7) 28. %

Misunderstanding, lack of respect (5) 20.

No communication (4) 16

Separation of tho ethnic group (4) 16

Isolation by either/or both groups (3) 12

Unequal opportunities and rights (1) 4

Wide diffenentials of economic and 
educational standing (1) 4

The mutual concern of a significant number of the respondents is 

equal human rights. Rights, in this sense, refers to the understanding 
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and respect for an individual based on his indiv'dual merits and 

qualities. The prevalent standards for good community relations are 

focused on equitable opportunities and open communication, so that Anglo 

and/or Mexican-American stereotypes do not define the type of perceptions 

each group adheres to whether they are valid or invalid. When the group 

goals are examined, the major emphasis is related to vzelfare goals, 

whereas, the respondents deal in broader, more status-oriented goals or 

terms when they describe ideal majority-minority relations. Matter of 

individual worth and mutual respect prevail as dominant standards in 

evaluating majority-minority relations.

The evaluation of community relations by Mexican-American leaders 

and activists may not coincide with the objective facts, but the leader

ship operates on the basis of the perceptions of community relations. 

The majority of this activist and leadership class evaluates inter-group 

relations in Houston as satisfactory, with a gradual progression toward 

better inter-group relations,
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CHAPTER VIII

MEXICAH-AMdIICAN LLWEl^HIP- ORE AHI ZATI DUAL 

ORIFJITATIOi:, AHD ATTITUDES

For the most part the systematic study of Mexican-American leader

ship has been concerned with the collective patterns of a specific group 

of Mexican-American leaders and activists. The Mexican-American leader

ship class is not solely determined by its socio-economic characteristics 

and the nature of the community in which it resides. A researcher 

should also consider the perceptions and attitudes of Mexican leadership 

toward organizational activity and political orientation, idealogical 

positions, and attitude toward social change. The function of ethnic 

organization not only serves as a social mechanism in which ethnic in

terests and demands are projected into the political system, but also as 

a source for potential leadership.

Political activity requires, at the very least, time. The exbent 

to which a Mexican-American leader involves himself in Mexican-American 

political activity usually takes the form of activity in ethnic organiza

tions and/or some political party. Those who occupy a leadership 

position, formal or ad hoc, usually exhibit a higher level of political 

participation than their follovzers. This group of activists displays a 

high frequency of ethnic organizational membership.



TAELE 8.1 MEMBJ'RSHIP IN VARIOUS 
MEXICAN-AMERICAN ORGANIZATIOLS

Neighborhood Mexican-American civic groups,etc.

LULAC (League of United Latin-American Citizen) (14) 23r4

PASO (Political Association of Spanish- 
Speaking Organizations) (13) 21

American G I Forum (5) 8

Mexican-American organizations concerned with 
voter registration (16) 26

Any other group concerned with minority relations (11) 17

Others (such as Chicano Press Association, (3) 5

TABLE 8.2 TOTAL NUMBER OF MEIBERSHIPS IN THE
VARIOUS MEXICAN-AMERICAN ORGANIZATIONS

Number of organizations

Hone (1) 5.25

One (2) 10.5

Two (2) 10.5

Three (4) 21.1

Four (6) 31.6

Five (4) 21.1

Membership total means 3,3

Political participations, at the highest.level, according to Mathews 

and Prothro, entails holding office or membership in a political group. 

The sample group studied occupies the highest level as demonstrated by 
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the high frequency of ethnic group membership (3.3)• This not only 

correlates vith their high degree of organisational activity in other 

areas, but also with the extent of their activity and identification 

with their groups.

Neither the Democratic or Republican Party has subsidized Mezdcan- 

American political activity due to the uncertainty of Mexican-American 
1

leadership. Even though the Democratic Party would enlarge its 

membership by encouraging the Mexican-American in politics, it has been 

slow in this activity for the fear of having to share positions and the
2 

policy-making process. Though not totally allying with any one party, 

there are many instances in which Mexican-American leadership has worked 

closely with the Democratic Party. Informally, the Democratic Party is 

the major political organ by which the Mexican-American projects his 

political influence and participation. For esrample, all of the respond

ents identified themselves vith the Democratic Party except for one 

Independent.

Non-partisanship has been prevalent among Mexican-Aimerican organiza

tions, as such non-partisan organizations cast too much of a net for
3

political activity. Their work is hampered by the fact their objectives 

are too comprehensive. Most of these organizations propose a need for 

improvement of the social, economic and educational welfare of all 

Mcxican-Ariericans. By adhering to non or bi-partisan standards, the 

ethnic organizations take members of all parties with the idea of advancing 
4

the Mexican-American regardless of party affiliation. Yet when specific 

issues arise, they often call for partisan response and the result is 
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internal strujrle.

Exemplary of this non-partisan orientation is tho response of the 

selected activists to tho following question: As these Mexican-American 

organisations try to influence the political power centers . . should 

these organizations be non-partisan, bi-partisan, or partisan? A 

significant percentage of the respondents favored a non- or bi-partisan 

organization. This attitude is also reflected by a comparison of 

respondents’ memberships in the various ethnic organizations and their 

organizational orientation for political influence.

TAELE 8.3 RESPONSES REGARDING THE ORGANIZATIOHAL 
STRUCTURE FOR POLITICAL HTLUEII-OE

TABLE 8.4 COMPARIfON OF 1DRIBERPHIP IN VARIOUS MEXICAN-
AMERICAN ORCjEUZATICIIS AND TIE DESIRED ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

Organizational tyre

Non-partisan (10) 52.6%

Bi-partisan (3) 15.8

__________
Partisan (6) 31.6

Number of organizations Non-nart?san Bi-nartisan Partisan

0-1 (1) 33.3% (1) 33.3% (1) 33.3%

2-3 (3) 33.3 (1) 16.7 (3) 50.0

4 (6) 100.0 - - -

5 (1) 25 (1) 25 (2) 50
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Those who advocate partisan measures are confronted by arguments 

that Mexican-American organizations were not created to solve the problems 

of the Democratic Party. Also the loss of a leverage position is feared 

if partisan measures arc adopted. The Mexican-American leaders and 

activists follow this sane pattern structure to advance their group’s 

interests.

This dilemma persists when partisan issues and cadidates are con- 
5 

sidered. Generally the respondents contend that a non-partisan position 

gains their organization sone flexibility to endorse candidates in the 

primaries. Whether Mexican-American leaders will alter their organiza

tional structure to a partisan approach may depend on the Democratic or 

Republican Party’s attention to the group. In Houston, one party 

dominance (the Democratic Party) may also tend to retard partisan align

ment for the Mexican-American, Active recruitment by either party may 

stimulate the Mexican-American to concentrate his energies within one 

specific party.

Another aspect related to political partisanship and activity is 

one’s political ideology. When asked to identify themselves ideologically, 

the respondents predominantly (60%) classified themselves as strong 

liberals. In an effort to gauge the degree of liberalism, a measure of 

domestic socio-economic liberalism and conservatism was obtained by
6 

applying Guttman scaling procedures to agree-disagree responses. The 

questions dealt with the issues of a guaranteed minimum income, business
7 

regulation, civil liberty, and federal intervention in school programs.



The selected activists gave agree-disagree responses to the 
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following set of statements:

1. Business enterprise can continue to give us a 

high standard of living only if government 

regulation is kept at a minimum.

2. The government in Washington ought to see that 

everyone is guaranteed a set income.

3. A person whose loyalty has been questioned, 

but swears under oath that he has never been 

a Communist, should be allowed to teach in 

public schools.

4. If cities and towns around the country.need to 

build more schools, the government in Lashington 

ought to give them the money they need.
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TABLE 8.5 GUTTMAN ECALOGILM-f OF 
liisil'lL-gokserv'.tive contiijuii

2.3 (mean of sample) responses
.84(standard deviation

Case number Statement numbers
2 A 1 2

(06) X X X X
(23) X X X X
(03) X X X X
(06) X X X X

(12) •• X X X
(15) — X X X
(16) — X X X
(01) — X X X
(02) ■ X X X
(05) — X X X
(18) — X X X
(17) X X —

(21) — - X X
(22) — — X X
(10) — — X X
(19) — — X —

(20) — — — —

(13) — — — *

(04) — — •e
*x denotes liberal
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The use of Guttman scalogram indicates that some disparity exists 

between the self-perceived ideological positions and the activists1 

responses on domestic soc5o-economic issues. Close identification with 

the Democratic party may be attributed partly to the respondents* 

identification with liberalism. That is, the respondents* close iden

tification with the Democratic Party may be synonymous with their 

perceptions of liberalism. Nevertheless the composition of the activist 

and leadership class appears to be moderately liberal.

TABLE 8.6 COMPARISON OF THE GROUPS D3TEK-UNED 
OH A GUTTMAN SC/tLOGINJ-I WITH RESPONDENT’S 

SELF-IDENTIH CATION

Liberal ccntinum % in frrcuo % Self-ratine

Group I (most liberal) (2) 10.5^ 60^

Group II (2) 10.5 6

Group III (7) 37 28

Group IV (5) 26 6

Group V (3) JL6___ 0
100.0 100.0

The Me>r can-Amorican’s relatively slow acculturation into Anglo- 

Saxon society has been attributed to numerous factors conflicting cultural 

values, retention of their ethnic tongue, nuclear family ties, etc., but 

resistence to change may also prevail which may help explain the low rate
8 

of participation in American politics. A measure of the tendency toward 

resistence of change among this Mexican-American leadership and activist 

class may reflect any fear of change. A high resistence may limit the 



degree of participation a leader can pursue in advancing his group’s 

interests.
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The respondents were asked to indicate agreement or disagreement 

with the following statements:

1. If you start trying to change things veiy much 

you usually make them worse.

2. If some thing grows up over a long time there 

will always be much wisdom in it.

3. It's better to stick by what you have than to

be trying new things you don’t really know about.

4. We must respect the work of our forefathers and 

not think that we know better than they did.

5. A man doesn’t really get to have much wisdom.

until he’s well along in years.
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TABLE 8.7 GUTTl-M; ECALOGRAK ON RESxONDENT’S 
AKSIJER CONCERKIHG SOGIilL CHANGE

Case number
3.

Statement numberr;
5 2L 1

(04) X X X X X
(05) X X X X X
(15) X X X X X

(16) X X X X X

(21) X X X X X

(23) X X X X X

(03) X X X X X

(12) X X X X X

(17) X X X X X

(22) X X X X X

(01) X X X X X

(08) X X X — X

(02) X X *• X *

(10) X X X — —

(20) X X X * ••

(18) X X — X e*

(19) X X — X
(06) X — —

(13) X — - —

ex denotes positive attitude toward change
x = 3.7 Sx = 1.2
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The results of the Guttnsn scalograia indicates a high degree of 

receptiveness for change. Sixty-two percent of the respondents were 

grouped in the upper two levels of least resistance to social change. 

Such a high rating for social change demonstrates 'an eagerness and recep

tiveness for change among the Mexican-American leadership.

TABL£ 8.8 LINEAR CORRELATION COEFFICIENT OF
LIBER/iL-COMSERVATIVE SCALE AND ATTITUDE

TOiJARD CHANGE AID PERCENTAGES IN EACH GROUP

Liberal cont4num Attitude toward chanre_____
Group I Group II Group III Group IV

Group I (i) 50; (1) 50,3 — — —

Groups II-IIT. (3) 33.3 (3) 33.3 (2) 22.2 (1) 11.2/

Group IV (1) 20 (2) 40 (2) 40 — —

Group V (1) 33.3 (1) 33.3 (1) 33.3

Rank correlation coefficient r = .88

The correlation between these two variables demonstrates a high degree 

of association. Those respondents who ranked as more liberal appeared 

with greater frequency at the upper levels of least resistence toward 

change. Though one’s attitude toward change does not completely corre

spond with liberalism, significant correlation exists within this 

leadership class. If Mexican-American leadership aligns with a more 

liberal outlook, it is possible that increasing eagerness for change 

will affect its leadership’s political activity.

The study of Mexican-American leadership has discovered certain
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organizational patterns that its leadership adopts and utilizes to influ

ence the determination of issues and selection of candidates. Caught in 

the dilemma of the flexibility of non- or bi-part>san organization or 

the leverage of partisan ties, this leadership class tends to favor the 

retention of non-politically affiliative organizations so that group 

resources can be applied to the advancement of their group’s interests 

regardless of the party. Though these active sts identify themselves 

with strong liberal orientations, some disparity exists between their 

self-perceptions of personal ideology and scaled responses on domestic 

socio-economic issues. Despite the disparity, a positive correlation 

occurs between liberalism and attitude toward change. A relatively 

positive attitude toward change among the respondents indicates an 

eagerness for change which may effect political participation.
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CHAPTER IX

MEXICAN-AMERICAN LEADERSHIP: AN 

OVERVIEW AND CONCLUSION

Political participation of the Mexican-American ranges from complete 

control of the power structure in certain counties and cities in northern 

New Mexico and Southern Colorado, to complete disinterest in registration 

and voting in other regionsA number of related factors affect Mexican- 

American political activity such as the historjr of the Mexican-American 

in that particular area, recency of immigration, the political party 

system in that area, effectiveness of voluntary organizations, and the 

general status of the Mexican-American. The realization that politics is 

an important means of achieving the goals of the Mexican-American has led 

to rapid and dramatic emergence of political organizations and political 
2 

leadership. Within this context, the activity and direction of Mexican- 

American politics was examined. Ethnic politics doos not exist unless 

the ethnic group is conscious of itself competing for certain scarce 

values in the political system with other ethnic groups. The major role 

of leadership becomes the advancement of group interests.

By focusing on leadership among Mexican-Americans in Houston, research 

was oriented to the questions of direction aixl demands of this group and 

its leadership in politics. Within the general framework of majority

minority power relations, three variables are relevant to these inter

group power relations--social actions, group beliefs, or value systems, 

and the power relations between the dominant and subordinate group. As
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the MexLcan-Anierican occupies a relatively low socio-economic, 

educational, and political status, he has attempted to alter his circum

stances via the political system. The Mexican-American leadership class 

and activists in Houston were assumed to be exemplary of their group’s 

growing awareness of the utility of political activity. The primary 

focus of investigation was on this group in order to discover the formu

lation of ethnic interests and goals, the strategy selected to achieve 

ethnic goals, and the major functions that Mexican-American leadership 

must perform to increase their group’s effectiveness and their political 

resources.

Though no significant pattern of goal agreement exists among these 

activists, primary concern is directed toward the alleviation of socio

economic disparities prevalent among the Mexican-Americans. Since the 

Mexican-American occupies low status in employment, has limited access to 

a wider range of jobs, and has a low educational attainment, its leader

ship has focused its demands in these stated areas. Thus the considera

tion of status-oriented goals assumes a secondary consideration. Generally 

a varied range of goals exists within this Mexican^American leadership 

group, demonstrating a lack of leadership congruence on group goals.

As the Mexican-American seeks to influence the political system, his 

leadership class has initially decided to enter the political arena by 

playing the rules of the game, and matching wits with those of the dominant 
3

group. Though a low level of agreement also exists among its leadership 

concerning strategy, the fragmented pattern suggests orientations toward 

increased voting power and an undecided commitment to direct protest 
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activities. Cognizant of the Negro’s activities in tho political arena, 

Mexican-American leadership views Negro gains in terms of the methods 

employed. Though the present leadership demonstrates a reluctance to 

engage in increased direct action methods, the list of Negro successes 

has caused them to re-evaluate the area of direct protest action in terns 

as a possible strategy tool for future political activity.

Leadership has been described as the intervening mechanism, the 

means by which political influence is mobilized and transmitted. The 

examination of the primary roles of Mexican-American leadership shows 

that the demands on it are closely aligned to those associated with any 

political leader. ^Two major functions of leadership vital to Mexican- 

Amorican leaders are the mobilization and transmission of group interests 

in the political system. As Mexican-American awareness increases, 

present leadership concerns itself with the degree of group identifica

tion and cohesiveness existing within the group.. Aware that a united 

group will strengthen their political Influence, Mexican-American leaders 

not only.attempt to activate the Mexican-American populace, but also to 

develop durable ties of group identification. This allows the leaders to 

base Mexican-American interests on an identifiable, cohesive group ac

tively participating in the influence of the authoritative allocation of 

values. Though rallying cries such as "Viva La Nazal" and the high

lighting of certain cultural traits have served to activate the people, 

no singular idea or set of issues has become the focal point of MexScan- 

American politics.

Secondly, the transmission of group interests and articulation of
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its goals serve as the other major role of Mexican-American leadership. 

Close leader-follower relations must exist so that the leader is able to 

interact with his followers and find out their desires. Similarly, as 

group interests serve as the major concern of leadership, approval by 

followers becomes increasingly important. The functions of Mexican- 

American leadership involve the development of collective group action 

in ethnically relevant terms and the transmission of those concerns in 

the political system.

As mobilization and unity play an integral part of rising Mexican- 

American political activity, its leadership does not cite any significant 

cultural traits as serving as obstacles for unity. The acknowledged 

positive cultural traits include the maintenance of a common ethnic 

tongue and the social and economic predicament of Mexican-Americans. The 

obstacles indicated as obstructing Mexican-American unity deal with the 

intra-group problem of leadership and the actual lack of unity within the 

group. The clashes among Mexican-American leaders, based primarily on 

personality differences, jealousy and mistrust, result in factionalism 

among the Mexican-American as these leaders recruit followers by personal 

loyalty rather than group interests. The dissolution of personality 

differences nay aid the development of group-oriented leadership. Sim

ilarly, the increased involvement of the Mexican-American in pursuit of 

goals and interests may stimulate greater group cohesiveness.

The orientation of Mexi can-American to the dominant group is also 

affected by the inter-group relations in a given community. The Mexican- 

American leadership perceives that good majority-minority relations exist
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with a steady progression toward improved relations. Then evaluating 

the conditions for proper inter-group relations, this leadership group’s 

responses were largely in status-oriented terms of mutual respect and 

equality of rights and opportunities. Rather than emphasizing socio

economic status, the respondents referred to status symbols of open 

communication and understanding between groups which would also open 

access for a better socio-economic position in American society.

Present Mexican-American leadership seems content to structure its 

organization along non or bi-partisan lines in an effort to place empha

sis on group demands rather than party affiliation. Though the Mcxican- 

Americans have primarily associated this activity with the Democratic 

party, they have maintained adherance to a non-partisan outlook. The 

receptiveness of the leaders toward social change may demonstrate an 

accelerated pattern of activity as the Mexican places greater demands on 

the political system.

The discussion of the observed characteristics of present Mexican- 

American political leadership in Houston is comparable with more general 

characteristics of ethnic leadership. Though a series of hypotheses were 

not formulated regarding Mexican-American politicial leadership, several 

assumptions were made about ethnic leadership. (1) Ethnic leadership is 

largely a function of intra-group selection and the selected Jeaders 

demonstrate a high degree of group identification. This study of Mexican- 

American leadership indicates that the Mexican-American is becoming aware 

of the need for intra-group selection of his leaders. The respondents 

showed a relatively high degree of identification with their ethnic group.
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The Mexican-American activists in Houston place great emphasis on group 

mobilization so that the Mexican-American group can be utilized as a 

viable base of support. (2) Ethnic leadership is also a function of 

acceptance by followers. Present leader-follower relations among 

Mexican-Americans are not clearly defined. The close ties of intra-group 

communication are not fully developed. It appears that Mexican-American 

leaders are concerned with activating their group. As a result of their 

group’s awareness, leader-follower relations will be defined. As move 

issues become ethnically defined, acceptance by the followers regarding 

the selection of leaders and group approval of the leaders’ activity 

will become a realistic force in Mexican-American politics.

(3) Ethnic political leadership is related to the social tensions 

and values its group projects into the political arena. Mexican-American 

leadership is presently not so closely associated with community tensions 

and group values. The tensions and issues have been defined in terms of 

socio-economic issues. Group values have not been clearly defined. As 

Mexican-American leaders become dependent upon the popular approval of 

their handling of issues of Mexican-American interests, then Mexican- 

American leadership will become issue leadership. This situation is 

comparable to the development of Negro political leadership as it has be

come issue leadership. Presently, the tensions and values of the Mexican- 

American are not significantly related to their leaders’ responsibility 

for actions on group interests. (4) An ethnic leader promotes ethnic 

interests. There is an effort of Mexican-American leaders to promote 

their group’s goals by defining various issues in terms of their relevance 

to tho group circumstances and conditions. Mexican-American leaders 
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perceive themselves as the intervening mechanism in intra-group power 

relations and mobilize and transmit political influence in the system.

(5) The ethnic leader's acheivcments are the group's achievements. 

Little agreement exists among the Mexican-American activists as to 

their group's goals and strategy. The existence of multi-centered 

independent leadership groups allows individual personalities and desires 

to prevail in Mexican-American politics more than the advancement of 

group interest(s). As the consensual framework of norms is formulated 

and goals are designated, then the structure of Mo>mcan-Amcrican politi

cal leadership may be more closely associated with advancement of group 

interests.

In addition to the general characteristics of ethnic political 

leadership, as discussed in Chapter I, the role of the community 

setting for ethnic relations also affects the political leadership 

structure. The concept of "leadership setting" is based on a number of 

assumptions. Central among them is the assumption that situational var

iables shape a given leadership structure and thus the setting must be 
4

understood if leadership is to be understood. The setting of Mexican- 

American political leadership includes demographic characterist?cs of the 

Mexican-American population, status of the Mexican-An&r’.can in society, 

patterns of discrimination, the level and structure of Mexican-American 

participation in ethnic organizations, and the selection of ethnic issues.

Houston has experienced since 1950 a rising influx of Mexican- 

Americans. During these years, the Mexican-American segment of the Hous- 
5

population has grown faster than the general population. Only recently 
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has the Mexican-American leadership attempted to increase its group's 

political activ5ty. Mexican-American leaders in Houston have been re

cruited for business and civig functions, rather than for direct 

political activity. Though no extreme conditions of discrimination 

exist in this community, the Mexican-American leaders must contend with 

the subtleties of ethnic group subordination and discrimination, partic

ularly in the areas of employment ard education.

The change of climate, that is, increased awareness of the Mexican- 

Americans of their need for political action, has stimulated Mexican- 

Americans to strengthen and expand their voting capacity. Previously, 

Anglo political leaders had not made any significant effort to mobilize 

the Merican-American for electoral support. Mexican-American leaders
6 

operate in a setting of permissive majority-minority relations, and 

ethnic group mobilization is in a highly malleable condition. No one 

ethnic organization exists to advance ethnic interests, and though group 

interest organizations are quite numerous, very few are politically 

oriented. Though an ethnic organization seeks to promote ethnic in

terests through political action, many splinter groups are arising as a 

result of factional differences. The Mexican-American political leader

ship in Houston is undergoing a transformation from civic-oriented 

activity to political activity.

The systematic analysis of Mexican-American political leadership in 

Houston has resulted in some preliminary conclusions regarding ethnic 

leadership and its group's political activity. (1) Mexican-American 

leadership in this community is undergoing a period of re-orientation and 
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transformation. (2) This leadership group does not possess a high 

degree of intra-group vulnerability because of the lack of intense connit- 

ment for ethnic interest advancement. Negro leadership, on the other 

hand, is defined as issue leadership. With the absence of strong 

institutional bases, and given the intensity with which the goal of race 

advancement is held, Negro leaders are particularly dependent upon the 

popular handling .of issues of race advancement.

(3) Mexican-American leadership has not clearly formulated and 

defined ethnic group interests. In comparison with Negro leadership, 

the most pressing needs and concerns of Negroes are racially defined. 

No issue or problem can match the importance of racial problems.

(4) Mobilization of the group and the formulation of ethnic interests 

appear to be the primary concern of Mexican-American leaders in Houston. 

Thus the comparison of Negro leadership and Mexican-American leadership 

illustrates the greater development of Negro politics due to the group’s 

stronger internal cohesion and sense of identity as compared to the 

Mexican-American's lack of substantial group identification. Mexican- 

American political leaders have recently begun to follow the pattern of 

general ethnic political leadership and ethnic political activity.

As Mexican-American political leadership follows the stated charac

teristics of ethnic leadership, certain future patterns can be expected 

to develop. The pool of leadership talent will increase as the Mexican- 

American advances socially and economically. The incentives for active 

participation in politics will become greater. Mexican-American leader

ship will operate in a defined framework of ethnic norms of interest 
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which will serve to unite its group and place greater demands on leadership 

activities and accomplishments. Operating from still weak institutional 

and status positions, possessing few sanctions with which to serve the 

compliance of their followers, and dealing with issues which involve 

intense and vital political interests of Mexican-Americans, ethnic leaders
7 „ 

will be exceedingly vulnerable. Hence the leader-follower relations will 

be highly fluid.

This study of Mexican-American leadership has only initially examined 

sone of tho variables of Mexican-American politics, attempting to inves

tigate certain aspects of leadership and Mexican-American interests. 

Primary concern was not oriented toward determining who are the Mexican- 

American leaders in Houston or their effectiveness in inter-group relations 

or leader-followers relations, but rather with a selected group of 

recognised Mexican-American leaders' perceptions on various dimensions of 

Mexican-American politics and leadership. By such exploratory study, 

sone indication of the direction and scope of Mexican-American leadership 

could be identifiable. Further study is certainly necessary to gain 

a better understanding of Mexican-American politics as this study only 

deals with a limited area of that subject.

As a result of this study, several queries for future research can 

be suggested. Further investigation of leader-follower relations needs 

to be examined to find the degree of comuni cation within the group and 

the leaders. That is, as Mexican-American politics becomes more defined, 

the extent of intra-group communication should increase. Secondly, the 

element of "grass-roots" leadership, appearing in Mexican-American politics 
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should bo explained to. determine the affect on the political leadership 

structure. Thirdly, systematic research should be directed toward the 

role of Mexicanr-American organization oriented to political activity, 

particularly the newly organized Mexican-American .student organizations.
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Ast Asl Del Dot
1. 17 - - , - The covernnent chculd r.la'jc greater enioi’CLnent

against green card worrors.

2. 1.9 - - Texas history textbooks used in our public schools

should include more inTor.'.ation ?hout the Me:s'can 

cultural influence in this state.

3« „2_ 2 2 A mass march to Austin should be organised to de

monstrate the political awareness and strength of 

the MexLcan-Amcr-" can.

4.. _12 2 - - The Mexican-Anerican should deal v>ith the pixblra

of unenploytunt and sec that the government creates 

better jobs and training programs.

5. _35, 2 1 _1_ The Mexican-American should partic’pate more in di

rect protests to resolve natters of discrimination 

and economic disadvantages.

6* _15 3 _1__ In order for this group to be influential, mure pro

grams should be adopted to unite the Me:a.can- 

Anorican community and promote working together.

7. _J-7 2 - The Mcrlean-Ancr > can should advance himself so that

he can be a part of the American way of life.

8. 16 1 Since local politics are important to the minority

groups, city councilman positions should be placed 

on a district system so that the can-Amcrican 

can be properly represented.

C21-23: The Mexican-American seeks certain goals in this society, thus, 

xzould you rate the following statemerts in regard to the importance
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of ca^h or a foal for the IjarJ^ar-Anerr can. (llatLinr; the muct 

important as 1 and co on down to 5).

(l)(2)(3)a)(5)
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all Me:< lean-Americans.

2 6, 6_ 2 Better representat" on of minor:* ty groups by allowing 

city offices to be elected on a district basis.

G24-C: In dealing with the various methods to influence doe?s*on-makers 

and power centers, would you rank the following methods as to 

how well they wori: as a means of influence and change. (Rate 

from 5, least effective to 1 as most effective.) 

(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)

_1__ 4 2 5 Litigation (ie. court cases, suits, etc.)

_4_ 4 3 5 2 Direct action protest

12 4 1 _- _1 Increase Mex: can-Aijerioan voter registration

,2-4—2 Bargaining or mediation
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- 3 7 7 Economic boycotts
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leadership in the Lie'-J.caii-Amjriaan coni .unity.

027-8: Uhat uould you say is (or are) the fu 'jtion(s) of ilezicaii- 

Amer'can leadership. (Limit to 3)

Mobilire for pol’tical ration - £ Group ide^h4n'ration - 6

Coi'jingicat’on role - 7 Education of rroun -A

Act ar. 5nL-." ••voniu'- a rent - Z. Sec1- c '".'rove? of '’ullo’.'j t - L 

Action proces'’ (trans nt, fnteract, etc) - 5 Unifioption - 2 

Spoy-ernan - 3 Others - 5

029-33: It has be-n said that idnurlty leaiieislilp serves several func

tions in relation to majority-minority relations. Would you 

give Tac your reply to the follow'nr statements in regard to 

minority leadership, (/tank in tervs of very important, sene- 

v/hab important, important, relatively urinportant, or very 

uninportanb.)

VI SI Ira Run Vun
1. 10 5 _3_ _JL. leader should maintain close contact ulth

the influoi'.tials in the dominant power struc

ture.

2. 16 2 - - - The leader serves as the voice of his group

and constantly interacts with them to find out 

their desires.

3. 12_ 2 2 _2_ 1 The leader need a to ma:'ntain coat lets indepen

dence from the e;clst:'nj power structure.

4. 17 _1_ 1 - - Ideally the leader should try to mobilize as
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mahy votes as poss.ibly so that h.ts i.iini-r'ty 

group can reap the pol’tical benefits.

5. 2 2 L 3 9 Sime the "e::* csri-A.r.cr'* can selects on* of his

nc^bcrfi as a leader, he (the lacier) sho-’l-d 

be allo’.-.'eu to deterrrno tic needs, of bin 

people.

C34-3i: People have rr.:d that unity anong the !<o:s ean-Aner" cans is the 

key issue in erder for the:.: to becenc an influ?n,"al gren. in 

politics. Vould you ind-’cete uhether you agree or disagre 1 to 

the following statenonts regarding I'exicau-.V.ioricnn unity.

(Agree stongly, agree roderatcly, agree sl'yhtly, disagree nod 

eratcly, and disagree strcngly.)

Ast Am Asl Dn Dst
1. „8_ 2 5 3 _1_ 7ho concept of "La 7.3’a" can play a signifi

cant and realistic force in uniting the 

Mer.i can-A-iori can.

2. 11 2 3 - - The coi.;.:on language serves as a u .ifying

clenent.

3. 11 4 2 -  , ,1_ Corr .on eocnojic and co? ".cl prelisancnts can

uni te the XortLcan-A." eric n;.

4« 7 6 3 - 3 A rising iT.pnrtaaec of Latin Arrerlea can aid

the Mc-.n.oan-Arorfc'.n in dovclorin., a strong 

nano of inc.nhifiealion uith his cultural

herita.-c.
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C3D: PoopL?' Inve e:;id that or^ar tn c'* an r;c?:. rt^vc iTacar of d i’:’- 

nor'.ty <i’oup, ono nuat ‘r’-n'z'fy cory1 o’soly vith his fol?O’j rs snd 

utilize then nr a b3v,‘ of sup^crt. (A3" e rtronply, 

or di-ca^r-c)

1. 1A Arr:c s'^jrijl; 2. 3 L:-vre sightly 3. 2 Disa-rcc

IV, Hou I would 1'ke to a.1!: sone nuee .icns eoneernfiy orga;.: rational ac

tivity and,the role of IlayJcan—ALioriean political organiE?ti.oi'S,

C40-42: As an ac.ive 4ndJ rid'lal in the co^iu-iity, would you tell ri? if 

you belong to different clues and 0>•£■.."iaaticns that I shall 

list.

Member Attend Cfficer
1. Irhor Unions _

2. Church

3. Fraternal Organisation, Lod^e _

A,. Business or c4vic group   

 5. Feigh’corhood or Corrmn’ty Center ___  ....

6. rrofcssicnal /ssociation    

7. Political Clubs  

 8. Charitable and j'clfare Organizations ....  

9. Merican-Ziucrican Social Organ-'zaLions •  

(Check in C40 if member)

Would you say you attend a majority of the meetings of each of these 

groups of which you are a member or less than that?

(if majority, check in C/pl)

Taking each of these groups of which you ai’e a member, arc you on 

a coii'.iLLcc or go you hold any off ice in the organ? sat'on?
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(If Ycii, ciiejV "n C.40)

C43t In viewing liexican-/.:^ rioan or^nrJ za’.i 02 wo1. Id you tell r-ie if 

you are a nomh*--r of any of t’ru followiig otviji" 'a’-"'0LC

1. 1Z. LULA3 (League of Un'led Lain n-Arr.e.r‘ can lilizens)

2. 13 , P/rO (lolH'cal Asr.oclalion for f pa nisi.-Speak’ng Crganiiatiors)

3. 5 Amur?can G I Forum

4. 16 Any-r'e.‘Jcan—f^rnerloon cr~arncal5.cn oor.cirncd with voter

registra Li or

5. 11 Any otaur jroup concerned "w? th rr.'norlty relations (specify)

6. __3_ Clher

C/^4; Speaidr'.g of the organizations, do you agree or disagrto with the 

goals and activ'ty of LUIjI.C (League of Latin-nuurican Citi sens)?

1. Agree 16 2. Disagree 2 3. 1 1IR/DK

Also, x.'ould you say this organ;2alion 5s very effective, quite effec

tive, or relatively ine"fective?

5. L 3Iary effective 6. 13. Quite effeot've 7. U Relatively 
ineffective

C45: Low let us consider F/iSO (Political Associat'on of Spanish-SpeahJng 

Organ? zafons). Do you agree or dia^rce with goals and activity 

of FASO?

-15 Agroo 2. 2 Disagree 3«

Also wo.Id you say that this organization is very effective, quit? 

effective or relatively ineffective?

5. 2 Very effective 7. 5 Relatively ineffective

6. 10 Quito effective u, 2 DK/ldi

C46: Also let us consider the American G I Forum. ^0 you agree or
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d5.3U£,re© with the goals and activity of thio org- nization?

1. _13 Ag-reo 2. - Disa rce 3._ G_. I"VDK

Also ’.joulu you say that t'ss organisation ‘s va±y of"ctLive, qnitc 

effective or relatively ineffective*:

5. 1 Vein- effect*vo 7. 2 fclativcly i” "^ectiv.’

C. 10 'fuite effective 8. 6 IITl/DK

C47: As these I2rd.canr-A:neric:n erganizat'ons try to influence the pof

15tici.l poner centers in the con*-.unity and the state, shculci

these organi.nat-ons be:

1. _10_ lion-fartiscn 2. 3 Bi-iartisan 3« 6 Fartiran

048-4°: ’.That do you consider a. the yr-a test oLst-..cj c(s) con"rc.cti.r.g

the Meif.oan-Anericsn in his attenpt to organize all l-Ioxieon- 

Aniericans?

Lack of unity - 4 Lead?rs’iir> - 7 -'o siroii;: ';youn ties - 2 

Lack of funds - 2 Lack of TnLeresL - 4 Lac’: of "duef.ticn ••

Lack of effective coif on - 4 B.-r/npi.t str' nt re Lr’c' to 

('-.yido- 2 Others - A fard to ir.oj.‘1-> rse 2

C5O-5?: It has coin sold that the '.'e.;t.-jnn-Ar.ori can fa :us '■•uiic diffi

culty in org.T.ining for effejuive po] i uicnl aotioii. Would you 

tell me if you agree or disagree with the fr>?lo'ji.ii'j reasons 

for their inability to organize? (Indi co ’.•‘icb'icr you agree 

stren gly, agree sor.aw’iab, or d:‘sr._roc.)

As Aso Dis
1. 7 . /, The 2>r.>'-n-A:ior* can «iisplo/-s a highly ind: vl-

dualj :*Lj.e spi1-"1 ue

2. 5 6 P The lie::* j-:n-Ai.xricnn i. not conecr .'* • with
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pulj tical e«Liv?,by.

3. 7 3 n Culti;?;.! vr.lu^.. tu ;h ac,- j'ors f .J;/ c7.c-

1.1113.0:', ira'j’.i;.! i.io, c ba., r.a’.jr> ulu —

Aa3L’: :* n nob very 15.ke.ly bo jcin lc.rL.jl or jo. .'na

tions.

4. __ 4 7 __ , Tbo Ko-J canr-Ar? r: ^an dees not Jc.D'-blfy hi

si^rJf’cantly bh hi.s ctbn"‘c 'rcu;:.

V. To.; 1 '.’oulc' If.lc to eel" you so"e quertlcns about yovr ;ol‘bij??_ par

ti sansht, end pii?.-"bi aal oubl.ook.

C53: Cer3?'i?2y hcu x;or3.C you cjra-sif;; ; o-r- -.11 f<'eolowlcc.?.ly

ac far cr t.oT*.b-’-as :c cunoovnod, that is, ’.,oulr$ yc: ilII yen 

a liber* 1, cor"” Tv-rfv?. or whet?

2.. *™ jor'cor”*. uxvc o** _ iiolcrc uO

2. 12 , Lib-ml 4. - OLher

If Llbvy^l: lTov3xi yea eel) yourceZj? a sbro.-^ ?.;bcr-?. or nob v.ry 

sti-c.r-2 3-:L'2-:.lZ

6. , ??,, Ctronr ISboral 7. ?. Kot very strong IS'-'orcl

If. Si-JL-ILLi-lixi! "i'ould you er 1*1 yourreJ.! a sbrong 2oi1sorv..tivc or c. 

neb very strong conservubivo?

' 9- ____  Stroiig ?ons'.rvuoi J- ?.____ 1'ob very strerg jonscro

1;^ i''oc"ri*";tc:':

7. __ 2.. Dlo?.-r to Iv.sruZ. 0. 2. Sics or bo consnr/a blvc

C54; in pol5.ti-.-s lo you eoi.r'.’c’e-r yourself a .cci’eb er a .Isprul*can, 

an . ii'L toil. ri. « or i.’L’.a jr.

y.# * 3» __ r^. *

•'.« •* • 2- 1 —_bJ-4 1 ,-rV,,
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C33-,’>-i I 'junl' ?"*?t ti • jl/ r o c a . l.c .20 1: cix". o ouv

po?.* ^5 it.1 c/c'sc:.!, ia' I i.'onld 1.*': t 7.x.’ you go eLiL: m' other you 

a^rso or u-rijnc,

Ay D j 3
1. _0_ 13 r:r cn ,c.,;>""'oo co:i r;or.L: ni.o Ao rive n.- a h'yli CGor.-

card of liviv.y orly i ” r .i/c reyvlot*vii Ac ’.xpb o'* a 

115 T’? 110.2.

2. 5 1? The joy_r':’icn‘* in ’.ra,'•■ yLi n o; y'i; to =?’. t:‘. - •'••

jivrr-it-Q a r;t '-cot,

3« „12 6 A pore': otior-. ].o<j'olvr I.?'’ iv ?n 'jiertionec', col sviarr uj’-

dor oath ''.h'lO b‘: h i novcr Ixo a Co-. .I'ct, r‘"‘oulc’ co 

alloc uc go -Va j'o 5n public cih'-cA".

4. A -f cities a.iJ t> ’'..c crui i.d uho country nso'- to 'cu.'lc rorc 

schooT.s, the jovorv.rYji,:. *n '..’url'nytor. cujht to yivc then 

the luoir.-y thoy nucd.

VT. As ue are yrlixr*?,;* cuiio.j.y u.*t'* 1'c.o ac..>~Ancrt-jozi Ica.'oraL.'y, let 

or foc'Ju. our attar tion or Joon^.’fyinj a./ z’onkinj Lhr.se IcaCcrs.

C57-5^i 11- study:'.; j the Me::: i.";-A ".cr; e'liis in "lourton, I have Leon told, 

that there non are lo-adors ';iuL’"n thia yroup, arc. i vou3.c. like 

for you to d~-;iyi,cL-; './bether you recognize those r.-ccjlc as 

21;:-ican-Arior:.?an leaders'.’ ••.rswor y-*s, no or un’aioyn. (”or 

those rsspo-.’.orjts whose na .e a; car, state uho are the leui'ero 

cn^udiny. g’-c.X3?-vls''

Y?c ho
1. _? 5 dobarlo Crnolos

lo 2 Jrdj? Alfred Uarna.vh.r

Yes no
3. 15 _AL rran? 1 art/fa

4* It- Lruro Cruz
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T?r 2To Yes Ho
5. -2L. -3?suncio ___  Fallj.r Gor.zalcs

6. ? E' Rev. Jerir's ravarro 9. ___ AlRenro Vacrj.es

7. 12 L David Crt5s 0. A  Tony A]v?:i’lz

C59-62: /ya.in ur‘.rj Lhic li t ol reyorltu Re:;" jun-Acivtican leaders, "L

L’oii.lcl 15!x you to ra'jt these lourars Eo theix’ crrc?t5,von...sr 

:'ii th'.c co* "'.uin" t.y. v ;'.n LexTis o:? T.o"t ’ntlal, q-: te 

5,iLf3 c?., cl" ’it3.y i:-’"on’"/ •'1, 'jm": .'’l'’'.”,i-ic‘l.

Qin Sir Ui-
1. J:___ X- _? 1 Rubn-to C-'n-.ljr

2. C__ _2_______1 Ji'uyo ZJ-lxxc .c’..s

3. _2,. 7___ 3 _JL. J- jertida

4. 9___ L _k_ _r™ Lauix Crus.

5. _3_ 5 „7_. _J;_ Roy El'zar.c'o

G. 2 4 £ 3 Rev, Janes Kavarro

7. 3 _A_ 5 „3„ David Or Lis

1. Father Gonsales

9. A.lfonso Vasqves

0,  Tony Alvarez

C63: Ctti? L2e J.q'jh-.. !•.rioans fcsj. Lri?v h:</c a lot jn co .noz1. 'ji.Lh other

liecd can-iiricrx.e-nc, but ob’-'orr I buve balh.eC. bo Gcn't SojI thir x?ey 

co nucli. Hd*j co you fejj? *..'ou?.d you you no 1 ji’rtby eloco bo

iio./can-.l.x-r."cans in j-n't ml or f t yo. i'e.Jt Tee1 nuch closer to 

them than any othex- people?

3 . , lc -tty clo;.u 2. 1 ilrt .v’j'- closer

3TO"J aujl ijzee: . t> •.,i>ul< ycu ^..y yo? hrvo in ho;; 11:'." >: r-z.i'.jrios.x-
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\ j,*-/nw t"*cnj *1 f ’ co'jut'.’*- - _.-'r c'-

I, 5. IL, ‘ "->> । -• " ‘L nr;!| inL.vcft, nL '"."'.j C

i'7 i t'r- T"' o" *••21. S. - " ■’ "uch ’nL'-r' rt

?•.- :;?ea o" "La ray Lc to r.c."-'. -=, V.:.-:

cry -■ L r .‘"Il l tL ;■• My "bo 'l"/- " t-1 i-'- --th-.. ’■ .1. Du yon

”La ‘ ir '' 2’y ? .. ul-L-lL, \,".'.Ly t v:1. :i', o1 vlIMv.- 

D.y riT* t c-_'.i.-.t li-r: ?• 1—a-Jrir'.

* "i11 'r * * *• ** । r>"• L.I*. 'Le r ir. - ci• u .■ । -»

__ 2 'rytl, rL

C64: "o.j : 1:1. M :c 2 22*:,-; mJ 11 x-0'j.L.' 1”: fcj yo-

GO •• -V ;■ u 2J'-- 02 "S--- u:"Jr Ms

2."?:  Mv _
1. 2-.— . _12— y°u start tryl j co cha..jc -/oTj much, you

usually nuke then worse.

2, ~* ;7 Zf sonetL'ny rro’.zs up over a Jony pcciot' el tice,

there v5.3J always 'cl much viisdoii in it.

3.  C__ IL It's tetter t. 3tick by uh:;L you have than ty ‘•.ry-

iny novi thiny^ ym don’t really laiow about.

4. o 1; . 'Ic rust respect our forcflnt’.!.',j.‘lj c.j d r.Ov : ..n.: tna-

wo know battar than 'A.cv‘ C1. .

-3, 3 ) 3 *. ’vn t r_."?; to I’, ’c ivck w'llIuk u.n'.'J.

he io v/ML alcnj ?;i years.

ill. How I t's t'-ir-Jne Latin-'.’M0 -’clrtixr:

*• - * v s * \w ^u. L a* - *-3 A I fc >- - *' V *4". - -L . - - "

o.’ltios, such as the i'o Av. •
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r j । J.v, 2^. ■, . „ '*<>... J u. L • j . U.i -L •. 1 j L .J - * *— v ’ ’v. v1

f,. ?,b'.1! .> j'l" LL 2 Cl ?_*.">■ •:

::ii" •'•’2 : "i ’r. -c ?.n rc'’-^ Lu I.*'-- Lo^. /: v.

q ■ ••>.-, -i o "] -. . . "J j _•]

g;n* enonn-rj.c or,;o:..'"bi.,’i?.b5...s 1 r’"'.'‘'"'L • - y

I'ln,burl unc1.?rg.Ln■<:" 'r: 22"cl "otpe-cv - S C';‘"?u3 - 2

iLu: E •?. ba’i.'jj o;_.C".*b- a lb v a j Ion inbu "c'cv c:_}

:.e u:'2 '.;o7:b L3"b"'n-.n.v? 0 *-^.a<Z 022 yj;; a-u?.d liia^ino.

no 20:1.'ii;1/na ',? 7 - ... ■bnc: ■ 7 r'v I':.-' aa'ai.'.rn; bi -

U'/eo ial opp'X. ■b|ni5.b"" os - laaurirl^rs t,arri5.riT - 5 It r let. I1-) . hy In a:

.-__3 JL
CC7: If.ppaac "b’:it mo use a nunorical rab:‘y F^-cbcri t>> '/.s-.n■_ bf 2 

Labin-A ij^.o rij.abf.i’ir. in b’.i’.s oi.ty so b’’'b I1' c: b's ’mb 

oo./'j5.f o and 1 the v.n;' vo:?'" 6. v'1::', ;-:>u put lo’uvboni

(loi' a::;’;l' in la.~cL:.nl, a ’^o.-xeuii I--? b!"o basb —- a 10, 

2 abyiac-oU'" b’-; vocsb — a 1.C.6

CC^: 2?0'r ’.’onlc. you nubs Lc.b:’o *'".1::b.'-.u: "r. ''C'.'.obe:"' . yc:,"'o

-'jo. ir'.'-'To you 22003 Lc L: t’tIuoi.nrc in TIc/‘’sto?i I?/.o

years ago or a J. to ln s?r.?-o< 5.1

C6>: ncT.? 01 Ir.burc Labrelabio'-M in vo imbv.n, rc on

b'ic nutL"i‘*c„2- rab.l'.g aouic c.u you OLT^u-jb b’".o Lai/22-** ylo ralabions

J'ou: bon to 13 in imz j yours i __ 7_.5_
C,,7'3-'?G: r.o.i lab’s co,—.iuos* Lubi.n-lnylo relations in sm.a obnsr nlaso"•, 

".Jhore on Lie ;iii .boa’ seal: ’..'oulo you put y-.y Laty-.—loy-io S'ula- 

tiona ol:
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Lee ■]. l

o«l Al'-ji •• e uG

6.7 Lur .‘ii

4- JlS -Wnbrn-j

5* JL*.4 C1 2

1. , 4_ V;ry cchi'vr

2. 2 luitc active

6. 5.u riTp'r,'! r.'.ee tdv.i :n IL".cii:.g?u

7. €.7 Denver

VIII. lo'..' 1 i.’Oi.L" Ifke vg "jn'-'j -his inbci-vicL’ v.Cu’i so te rjioslloiio rc-

gaiVting your li.?e hfsbory.

C77: Hou long have you 15.vca in Houston?

3-. 1 1-3 yon-r 3. 1 8-12 years 5. 11 Life

2. 1 . 4-7 y:r-'s 4. r5.. 13 H

If Jlli ent*re life: ,..,h''re did you live most of your l.1fe before you

cane here? Also vhere uore you born?

.Houston - ID Sail Antonin - 3 la.dvcsb - 2 Foreign corn - 1

2iheig^J

C73: ".."hat -uas your fail. ;r’s occu.*: t:J’n vii'lc you wczo grc.n'jig

P:'.cfer-""on'.* , .Q'~o:\ni_ :ul -_3. Clc r"'. ■'•'1? r-.-j - 1 £X3^torayTj 

— 3 d orr r/r'-i "..'or".:cr; — 5 So2'".T‘,2' :.'orl" r? - 8

77.:T'.cr - ?.

G79! "ihrt ■'.'as his yo?5 Lica?. yrofcr'jiic.", that 's, he coneif.er hi’> 

self a Honiuhl;can, a De".-)cr.it or uliat?

1. - Reyiibl:'2c,a 2. 9 Deiocruu 3« __ Cthor

4. 3 IR/JH 5. 3 Honn

CSO: ’.Joulrl you s-jy your fuL’i. ■ 'jco very ocuive ?‘n uol’tirjs, on-i bo

active or not act-'vo?

3. 12 Hot active

4. _L. I-AH
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Cuestionario: Linc-r.'aiu Politico col lezicano-Anericar-o

Mo llaiao. Soy un cctudiaate post-~i’auuauo do la  

Un: vt,i’o."u?Q do I’ou Lon y par i liac.r ni tcoir., estoy llevabdo Eoalo loi 

esuud.lo ce li<lci’ic:.o Me::.*.cano-.'.norlac-ir). Zsta.ioc into*ocaGuo cn dcocr 

niiar r.oi.L.los t;<.nci’clos co liter:or o dentro de la coi-iu iidaa Il^d-orria- 

Arierijnr.'j. Sicu'o usbod uno de- loo lidorcc en cota oor.unidari, ectc.vjs 

int ad02 en eu parooor actrca de la aotivldad poliJ.na 2'o:-Josr.e- 

L. ioriy r. y cu li.t'cr'.c'.o. 11 rorultac’o de nusntra entroviata sera jin- 

Iodo cr un amli^ts eoLadirbico y nin^ur.a percona quo co rvq.uo'bs a 

cob:-- lexj'inbac, cf-rn indorbifioa ’a. Toda:; las cntx’oviEbao ccran coi": 

don :?al-'?.

Cl: (no loci'): Ilonbrc del entrowiatado 

C2-3 "■ Caov nunheo’ 

C4: Soleccjon do Li.lerirrio

Cj: Cual co cu ocuuacion:

1.________ LILAC A-< _________ Juez de "rrecinct"

2.________ G I loruii J._ ________Ofiodal rublioo

3._________PASO _______ Aooionar l,ii la Ccnunidad

I. J.hO"3 . r:.ae.'.ziorc".o£ ccn al-,un infoma ji on poroonal.

1. rrolesional, Lecnico o.Trabajadoros de servieio

 2. GcrDnto, Propaebario 7.Anas uc caoa

3. Cfi orrn'rta, VanQ’-’cr L'.Z-iplaado Fublico

4«Arte-nno, Moyorlono 9.Sin trabajo

5.C'ore-ro indv.ctriel, Asociado

Co: Quo edad tionc?
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1.______ .23-29 4._____ _ .Vv-V 7._____ c5 +

2, 30-3u 5. 51-‘>7

3._______.37-43 6. __ 5'--64

C7: Cuanta educacion for.ial ha teuido?

1.____ __  0-S anos 5.___ _Tcrriinu 3a Universjuad

2.____ , 9-11 anos 6. _Tibulo Profesional Universi
tario

3.____ __  Graduado de High Soiiuol 7.___ _Estudio Post Graduado

4.____ __  Univorsidad (1-3 anos) C.___ _Titr.lo lost Criduado

C3: Da que nac; onal?.dad ea?

1. Giudadano native 3.Ciudadano eirLi’anjcro

2. Ciudaciai.o naturalizado

Sexo:

b.Maseulino 7.Femenina

09: Cual os su preferenoia religiosa?

1.Oatolica 3.Judaicuo' 5. i<o hubo recpucsta 

2. Probesbantc 4«Otros

CIO: Ahora, ue puede decir que fuc el ingreso total que su fanilia in- 

raediata tuvo el ano pasaCo. Esto sera la ca^itida-J antes de sus 

conbribueioncs al gobjarno.

1. manos de C 3,000 4.0 S^OCO - 10,549

2. j 3,001  d 5,499 5.310,5°0 - 5 12,999 

3. ) 5,530 - ■:) 7,999 6.vl3,000 4-

II. Ahora, desr.o ha eerie algunas pregimtas que conciernen a las netas y 

es t r a t egia 1 jy.acar a-An? ir lea n a.

911-12: Zn su opinion, que con los a'-ur.tos de na- 5nporl;anc\a cue con- 

fronban al i?j:o.oano-.il.erioano hoy? (Da. do 3 a 5 de loc asuntos
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maij iuipor ba.b.cc..)

1.3._ ___________  

2.  4. 

C13-lu: I’ay vai’f.os problJ'naa cuo confronban a Tc/vr: y lor ii^d 'j'liiog-

/mc-r-car.os. Yo l_?re aljnnos y voted inricara ci ustcu croo 
e

quc estoe acunboc cun do ir.iporta.r;ia a los i-'o:d ijanoc-j-rjci'icanos 

(Contestc: Importanticino, i.T.porbanbc, relat-'.vaiK hto i.'.pcrba-rbo 

y cin iriportancia.)

] El toi.cr ur.a Icy del estado doh oueldo IIin.’.i?.o.

2. L] L.nar u^a Icy de cduca;:1 on bi-13njual para  

todac las eseuelac frinnirias.

3. LI sseyurar e^loo pars todoa en erte cclado.

4. ,, La ronovacion cn la cliidcc de los barrios 'las

pcbrsc.

5. La rc'Vin: on del codtyo cr5.m ial.

6..Est'jblecicn'lo nsao propurator: or por toco cl ec-  

taclo (Jr. Colleges).

7.Ih-cnfctizar los Dorschos '’niiarioe para arc^urar  

los dorcchos de la ninoria.

E.Antloo cene‘'i?4os co lo^ a pen •las co bion  

es bar del colado y la ciudad para oue ayuden a 

cor.batir la pocreea.

9.Junbar cl rohjorno '.o 3 a ci'ii'ad y del cordado en  

lac ar^uc cictropolitanas.
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C17-20: Lc voy a laer alrunus cD'iantarios quo pcrconar han diaho aobre 

el Keyj cano—imerieano y cus necesiikdca ;r y° cuislera quo U2”bod 

nc ciijora si ustod csba de a nierdo con.;lcLanion<;o, de acuei’do un 

pooo, nu cs-uO do aeuerdo on Lodo, o defAnidav.cnte no puodc ertar 

de acucrdo.

le 11 gobi.n'n.0 de csio pais nebcria ejecuoav la ley

. conLra Ion uraba^ufoi'es de las "Larjotas vordes.

2. Los libros de historia del osbado de Te;ujs quo se  

usan on las escuelas publicas deberJan tenor mas 

informaclon sebre la influeneia de la oultura 

mexicana en la historia de Texas.

3. Una tiarcha a Austin con un gran r.umoro de gente  

deberia scr orgaaizada para demons- brar el inheres 

y fuerza politico del MeyJ.cano-Americano.

4. El Mojd-canc-Au’.ericano en relacion con el probleua  

de la escases de trabajo debe ver que cl gobierno 

crie mejores trabajos y programas de entrenamiento

5» El Mc:Licano-.ir.er;T cano deberia participar en mas 

protestas directos para resolver asuntos de cis- 

criminacior. y desventajas economicas.

6. Para qu.c este grupo tenga mas influencia deterian  

dcsarrollarso mas programs para un?.r la comuoidad 

Mesdcana-Amcricana y prenover la unidad.

7. El Mcxican^Anorioanu debs do mejorar para que soa  

parte del nodo de vivir dal Uortc-Arccricano.
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8.Puesto cue la politir?a nunicipal es iraportante  

para las nznorias, los ofic?ales dcbcraan ser 

electos por distritos para que el Me:sL?ano- 

Amcricano pueda ser representado mejor.

021-23: Los Mexicanos-Amerlcanos descan obtener ciertas metas en la so- 

ciedad. Como clasificaria las sigidentes doclaraoiones en re- 

lacion a la importancia de cada una como meta para el Mexlcano- 

Americano. (Poniendo el numero 1 como el mas inportante y cada 

numero has La 5, el nenos inportante.)

1. Entrando completaKente en la vida Mor Le-Amer' cana para  

que todos gooen de oportunidades igualcs.

2. Me .lores tratajos y oportunidades eciucacionales para todos  

los Mexicanos-Americanos.

3. Establecer una cultura dua para que cl Meya.cano-Aincri.oano 

mantoga su identifies ci on cultural, por ejc/iplo, su lengua, 

tradiciones, etc., y junbar otros valores Anglos.

A. 1'ejores casas y condicioncs socialcs, areas recreativas, 

etc., para todos.

5. Major representation de grupos de minoraas por medio de 

la election de ofitiales a bases de distritos.

024-26: Hay varies modes para influenciar a los que hacen las decision- 

es y centres de poder. Como clasificaria los siguientes me- 

todos en rclac'on a la influentia y cambio que traerlan. (LTsan- 

do los nuraeros 1 al 5, siendo cl numero 1- cl de mayor efecto 

y el numero 5, el de menos efecto.)
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1. Act.De lobules en las corler:. 4«Negociar o Jnhcrcedcr,

2. Protests de accion directs. 5« Boicot econoxico.

3. Auiaentar el registro de los ''e:C jtinos-Asierica.-.os para poder

votar.

III. Ahora, quisiera hcccrle unas pregmtas accrca del papel del lider 

en la conunidad IIe:d.cana-A,ier5cans.

C27-28: Que pienca usted quo ea (o son) el mayor tralajo (o tratajos) 

del lidcrisno I-'exicuno-Aaer'oano. (Liniteso a tres.)

1.

2.  

3^_____________________________________________________________

029-33: ve ha dicho quo el lider:'sno en las minorias sirve varios

objetivos en relacion a las relaclones de les minorias "y 

mayor las. Hagame el favor de dame su respuasta a las si- 

guientes declarac'oncs a cerca del liderismo en las minorias. 

(Clasifique su r:spuesta cono: importantisimo, algo iiaportan- 

te, imporbante, relativamente sin imporbaneia, o sin ningfna 

importancia.)

1. El lider dcbcria estar en contacto in-  

mediato con los de influencia en el po- 

der actual dominantc.

2. El lider sirve como la voz de su grupo

y constanbenentc actua con el grupo para 

conocer sus descos.

3. El lider necesita estar conpletamcnte
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indcpendic-n'ic de loc que cs^an en el co

der actual.

/•,.El Ifdcr, actualncnte deberia de tratar do  

obtencr tantos votes poribles para rpue su 

grupo de ninoria pueda coscchar los bene- 

f5c5os politicos.

5.Cono el Mexioano-Ainerioaro selccoiona uno  

de sus m.iembros corio lider, el lider debe

ria tener el privilegio de dctcruinar las 

nccesidados de su gcntc.

C34-38: Se ha dicho que la uuidad entre los Me?d.canos-Aniericanoc es la 

Have para que sean un grupo de influencia en la nolitica.

Indique si esta de ecnordo o no esta de acuerdo a las sigulen- 

tes declarac'ones on relation a la unidad Ilexioana-Araericana. 

(Conterte—de acucrdo complotamente, de acuerdo un poco, no 

esta de acuerdo, o e-'ta conplrtamcnte en contraridad.)

1. ;________ El concept© de "La lasa" puede scr una

fuerza real y significantc para unir a los 

Mc::i canos-Amer i canos.

2. El lenguaje conun sirve como un elemento  

unificador.

3. Froblemas sociales y economioos generales  

puod'jn unir a los Mc:ncanos-Anericanoc.

4. La importancia orecientc de la America La  

tina puedo ayudar a los Me:d oanoc-Americanos 
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cacion con su hc-rencr'a cultural.

C39: Personas han dicho quo para que un lidar de una minoria sea efi- 

caz, debe de ident? ficarse complctai.ionbe con los que le sigucn y 

usarlos cono base de apoyo, (Esta de acuerdo conplctamente, de 

acucrdo un poco o contrario.)

1, De acuerdo comuletamonte. 3.Contrarjoe

2. De acuerdo un poco.

IV. Ahora quisiera hacerle unas preguntas a cerca de su actividad en las 

organizaciones y el papel de las organizaciones politicos I-Ie^icanas- 

Americanas.

C40--42: Cono un individuo activo en la comunidad, ne puede usted decir

si pertenece a los diferentes clubs y organizaciones politicas 

Kexicanas-Americanas?
Miembro Asiste Oficjal

1. Sindicates de trabaio

2. Iglesia  

3. OrganizacJon fraternal o logia    

  4. Grupo civico o de negocios   

5. Centro de comunidad    

6. Asociacion profesional    

7. Club politico   

 8. Organization de caridad  

9. Organization social Mcz-Anericara   
(Indiquc si es irdenbro, si asiste a la nayoria de reunionsr.)

Diria ustod quo asiste a la nayoria de las rcunionos de cada 

grupo del cual es miembro, o mucho monos de la raitad? 
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Er los que r.stcd . jc, e ta cn sl^uji coraite o es

oficial;  

Si no rur.ondcri a or-janiaac'on politico Ecrricana-Amcrioane . . .

GZf.3: Al nirar a lac orjai.4 zacion:c Mo cicana--^ruric-ciac, me puede <?.c- 

cir si usted es micribro de alcana de las s^cuiontes or"ar.izaclones?

1. LULAS (Li£a do Giudadanos Latinoc-Amcricanos Unidos).

2. PASO (Asociacion Folitica de Or-ym? cacjoncc de HaLla Espanola)

3. Amer" can G. T. Eoruri.

4. Gualpuijr orranicacion 2''j:doana-?*mericana quo se interest con  

el registro del votante.

5. Cualquier obro grupo que sc inbercco en Jas relacicner ce  

minorias. (espocifique)

6.Otrus.

C44; KaLlando de estas organization's, esta de acuc-rco o on opositior: 

con las notes y aotividades de LULAS (Liga de Ciudadanos Latinos- 

Amcricanos Unidos)7

1. de acuerdo 3»IE1/D2' 

2. en opoe'eion

Uannien, diria urted que esta organization os muy cficaz, eficaz, 

o relativarionte ineficaz?

5. nuy eficaz 7.relaL’van.onte ineficaz

6. eficaz

C45i Ahora, cousiderenos a PASO (Asotiaczon Folitica de Crganization- 

co de I’abla Fcpar.ols). Esto de aouerdo o en oposicion con las 

metas y activ." dados de FASO?
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1. de acuerc'o 3«______________________IH/DK

2. cn opecjc’on

Teiw*cn diria urtod quo cs\a orcai fzacsuii ec nuy cficaa, efi- 

car,, o rc]et5va:.iente inefi aa?,?

5.  nuy eficaz 7. ^rclativanente ineficaz

6. eficaz

C4u: Tani a en, vur.os a considerar al American G. I. Forur., Zsta de a- 

cnerdo o en oposicion con las inebar y actividados de esta 

oi'canizacion,

1. de acucrdo 3.Ifl/BK

2. en oposicion

Diria usted que esla organizacion cs nuy eficaz, eficaz o rela- 

tlvancnte ineficaz?

5. nuy eficaz 7.relativamente ineficaz

6. eficaz

047: A la vez cue estaa organizacionos Kcjicanas-Americanas tratan de 

influencjar los centres de poder polz'tico en esta conunicad y en 

el estado, deber.ian estas organizaclones ser:

1. no partidarias 3.partidarias

2. de dos partidos politicos

048-49: Que considera el obstaculo mayor que confronta al Mexicano- 

Americano al tratar de organizar a todos los k'exicanos-Americanos?

050-52: Se ha dicho que. cl Me:j.cano-Ar.iericano encucntra alguna dlficul-

tad en organjzandose para accion rolitica quo sea eficaz, He 
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pucclo dccjr si ustcd ec.ta re acuenJo o cuiivrario jqii la. razun- 

es siguiontcs cue iince dififiil e] or^mr'yr.r e. (luibju d5 u-ta 

de acuert'o coiTf]c- tancntc, de acuerdo un poco o cn o: ocId* oh.)

1. KL l-le^i-eaao—‘-ueri cat.o mnuL-tr'". un c*4-o my  

individual.

2. El Mcxi?ano-Anericano :i<j eu inheres a por la  

actividad politica.

3. Valores culhuralt s sono lazot. f tier her. en  

las far.iilias, paloiiillEC, aaclr'crt?, etc., 

evita al Kexicann-A'/.rioano pertene-cr a 

grupos grar/les.

4» El Kesdeano-A.-nerl cano no se identifica con 

mucho significado a su grupo do nitiorla.

V, Quisiera hacerle una preguntas a ceroa do su partido politico y su 

filosofia politica.

C53: Hablando en general, como se clasifica a si r.isno on relacion a 

la politica, quiero decir, es usted un liberal, un co.-serva^ivo, 

o que?

1.cone ervativo 3.roodcredo  

2.liberal 4« otro

Si es liberal: Sc considers un liberal fue.'Le o un liberal debil

6.f u er t e 7.debil  

Si es coi'servptivo: Se considera un cono^rvaiivo fierbo o un con

servative debil?

9.f uerte o.debil  
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Si es nor'ei*c.do:

Tj. _____das ccr^a a liberal o.mas cerca a conservalivo

C54i En J a polJLica, se consit^cra ustcr un Beno era La o un Refublicano, 

un iLdcpendientc o un mlenbro de otro part.ido?

1. DemocraLa 3 •IndepondienLc

2. Republicano 4.otro  

055-56: Quisi.ru Icerle unas deolaraciones que personas han hecho de 

nuestro sisterna politico, y quisiera que usted me dijera si es- 

ta de acuerdo o no. Favor de responder: rr.uy de acuerdo, poco 

do acuerdo, o contrario.

1. Erapresas de negocios pueden continuer dandonos un  

nivel alto de vida solaraento que el reglamento del 

gobi.erno sea mantenido a un ndnir.o.

2. El gobiorno en Washington debe de vigilar por que  

cada uno tenga una entrada garentizada,

3. Una persona, cuya lealtad se duda, pero que jura ba jo  

juramento quo nunca ha sido un comum’sta, debe de 

tenor el privilegio de ensenar en las escuela publicas

4. Si ciudades y pueblos alrededor del pais necesitan

ayuda para edificar mas escuelas, el gobierno on 

Washington debe darles cl dinero que necesitan,

VI. Como estamoc interesados principalmente con el lider.isr.0 Ilexicano- 

Americano, vcmos a poner nucstra atencion en idcntificar y clasifi-

car cstos lideres.

057-58: 41 estudiar al I'ezicano-Amer?"cano en Houston, so me ha dicho quo
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estor, hombres son 15deres dentro del £rupo, y quisiera quo ust'd in-

dicara sj ustcd los rc‘''Gr.o?c cci.:o J.’dcros de los Mcx: canos-Ancricanos.

Gontccte si, no, o dcsccnocido. (Si su noribre aparcce, irdiquc los 

lidcrcc, exeluyendosc usted.)

1.___ ____ Roberto Ornelas 5.____ ___ Roy Elizondo

2.___ ____ Juez Alfredo Fernandez 6.____ ___ Rev. James llavarro

3.___ ____ Frank Partida 7.____ ___ David Ortiz

U.___ ____ Lauro Cruz 8.____ ___ Otros

C59-&2: Otra ves uzando la misma lista de 15dercs ?*e>J canoE-Americanos, 

quisiera que usted los clasifioara segun su eficaz en la comu- 

njdad. Contestc si los crte de much'.sima influencia, dr mucba 

influencia, de algo de in^Juer-cia, o sin nanguna influencia.

1.____ __Roberto Ornelas 5.___ ___ Roy Elizondo

2.____ __Juoz Alfredo Hernandez 6.___ ___ Rev. James llavarro

3.____ __Frank Partida 7.______ David Oi’tiz

4.____ __Lauro Cruz 8.___ ___ Otros

C63: Algunos Me.xicanos-Aniericanos piensan que tienen mucho cn coraun con 

otros Hexacanos-Anericanos, pero otros con quien yo he hablado-no 

sc sienten asi tanto, Corio sc sicnte usted? Creo usted que se 

siente :nas ccrca a los Llevdcanos-AKericanos cn general 0 que no se 

siente rcas ccrca a ellos quo cualquier otra gente.

1.muy cerca 2.no sc sienten cores  

Que tanto intercs dJria usted qua tiene de como los MorJcanos- 

Amerioar.os lo cstan parando en este pais? Tiene usted mucho inte- 

rcs, algun intcres, 0 pooo intcres?

4. mucho intcres 5.algun interes 6.poco interes  
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Aunque la idea de nLa Raza” sea difieil para dcfirJr, puede este con- 

cepto scr aplicado realistiear.ente al Mori a no-Americano? Cree listed 

que "La Raza" es nuy importante, poao inpoi’tar.te, o relateva.a-nte sin 

importamja para el Me:r eano-Aneri eano.

8. muy important© x.relativamentc sin inqortanc.'a

9. poco irr-portante

C64: Le voy a leer unas declaracionas y quiero que me d5»a si usted 

esta de acucrc.o o no.

1.51 se comienza a cambiar mujlio las cosas, se empeoran.

2.51 algo crece poi’ un periodo largo, s: enprv hatra nucha  

sabiduria en ello.

3. Es mejor quedarse con lo que tiene uno que tratar nuevas  

cosas que realnente no conoce.

4. Deberiamos respetar nuestros antecedentes y no pensar que  

sabenos mas que ellos.

5. Un hombre realncntc r- alcanza nucha sabiduria hasta que  

ya tiene sus anos.

VII. Ahora vanios a examinar las relaciones Latinas-Anglos en esta conu- 

nidad.

C65; En Houston, cono por todo el Sur CesLe, personas de varias mirori- 

as, cono los Mexioanos-jlinericonos tienen que vivir con otras per

sonas en las nisnas conunidades. Yo quisiera que usted ne dijera 

que piensa usted que sea la mejor rolacion que el Meyicano-America- 

no y el Anglo puedan tener para podcr vivir en la misma ccmumdad.
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C66: Tonianclo la situation onucila, cual ser5a la Mas poor relacjon en-

tre el l-'cxjcaiio-Araeri cano y el Ai\;lo que listed se pueda inaginar.

C67: Suponicndo que usemos un sistema de nunaros para dcscr.'bir las ru- 

laciones de los 2Ic?;icanos-.A;i >rlcanos y Anglos en esta ciudad y po- 

niendo cl nuncro 10 cono la mejor oondicicn y cl numcro 1 cono el 

peer, en que numerc pondria us ted a Houston? (For ejemplo en 

baseball, un home-run (10) serja la mejor situation y un strike

out (1) ser.ia el peor.)

CcS: Usando el ejomplo anterior, en que numero picnsa usted que Houston 

deberia haber estado haoa tin:c anos, para describir las rclaciores 

entro los Me.icanos-Am.ericanos y los Anglos? 

C69: Pensando on el future a cerca de las rclacioncs entre los I'erJ.canos- 

Amerieanos y los Zuagloc, en quo nunero cree usted que Houston de

beria estar dentro de cinco anos?  

070-76: Ahora, oonsidererios las relaciones de las minorias y nayorias 

en otros lugares. En que numero, usando el sistcraa de 1 a 10, 

(do peor al mejor) donde pondria las relaciones de estos dos 

grupos en:

1. Los Angelas 4« Edinburg 7. Denver

2. Albuquerque 5 • Chicago

3. Laredo 6. Una ciudad on Michigan

VIII. Quisicra terminar esta entrevista con algunas preguntas acerca do

daLos de su vida
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C77: Cuar.to tic.npo lui ^ivv.'u en Houston;

1. 1-3 crnur 3. <" - 12 anos 5. Toda ru vida  

2. 4-7 anor 4. 13 + anos

S5. no 5 nd ■ co tod a fu v5 da: Doude vivio la mayor parte de su vida 

antes quo v:1no aqui? Taidoien, donde nacio?

 Pueblo o oiudad Estado

b) Lugar de naoimiento 

078: Que era la oaupacion de fu padre cuando urted estaba creciondo?

079: Que era la prc-r ronc5a politicn do el, esto er, so consideraba un 

Democrats, un Republicano, o que?

1.___ RepuLl' cano 4.______ Ctro

2.___ ____Domeerata 5.______ KR/DK

3.___ ____I nd ep^nc 5 ente

080: Diria usteu cue su padre fuc muy active en la politica, poco ac- 

tivu, o no?

1. Muy active 3.Ho era active  

2. Active 4»HR/Dg  



APPENDIX C

SCALES A1ID II1DFXES

A nunber of statistical neasure of social, psychological, and political 

phenomena have been used in this study. In this appendix ve shall 

discuss the construction of those measures in the order they appear in 

this questionnaire.

OPEM-EmED QUESTIONS

Essentially an exploratory study, the research included several 

open-ended questions to augment the limited knowledge regarding the 

Mexican-American in the United States. Open-ended questions can be use

ful when a limited amount of knowledge exists as to the kind of answer 

a particular’ question is likely to invoke. The questions were arranged 

so that they would precede a series of specific questions related to the 

open-ended question. In this way, the respondents, hopefully, will 

volunteer information on a subject before any specific prompting. Also 

by placing the open-ended questions before the series of the related 

specific issues the respondents may not bo biased by the interview.

The researcher encountered a wide range of responses, and it was 

necessary to devise category schemes. The data was organized so as to 

reduce the broad ran^e of responses by clustering them on the basis of 

a logical relationship, and yet be certain that each cluster included 

enough respondents to carry some weight in the analysis. The unstructured 

were: (0.11-12), (C.27-28),(C.48-49), and (0.65-66).
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KENDALL RANK CORRELATION METHOD

In an attempt to determine the degree of agreement among the re

spondents on the issues of goals, strategies, and leader effectiveness, 

the Kendall rank correlation method was used. The questions for which 

the Kendall method was uses were (0.21-23), (C.24-26), and(0.59-62). 

Since multiple rankings were involved, and adjustment from the normal 

method of rank correlation had to be implemented. The formula used 

was W -- 12S The coefficient of concordance (W) measures the
m2(nji-n).

comraunality of judgments for the observers. If they all agree W=l.

As W increases from 0 to 1, there is a greater measure agreement in 

the rankings.

Some alteration of this method had to be adopted in order to contend 

with the problem of tied rankings. The respondents listed several of 

the community leaders as having equal effectiveness. In this case, the 

Kendall method was adjusted so that the formula became:

W = 12S
m2(n^-n) - m^T‘).

COIISERVATISM-LIBER/iLISM SCALE

This measure of domest'c socio-economic liberalism was obtained by 

applying Guttman scaling procedures to agree—disagree responses. The 

series of questions from the questionaire were (C.55-56).
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1-KXI'JAl! AMERICAII LD1DER IDEUTIFICATIOII WITH OTHER

ISXICAlI-Al-rERICAI’S

The respondents wore asked about their identification with other 

Mcxican-Americans (question C.63). Their responses were combined into 

index scores in the following fashion '

INDEX
SCORE

3 feel pretty close 
very much interest 
very significant

2 feel fairly close 
some interest 
of some significance

1 not much closer than tr others 
not much interest at all 
not significant

ATTITUDE TOWARD CHANGE SCALE

A Guttman-type scale was constructed from agree—disagree responses 

to a set of statements on classical conservatism, or res^stence to 

change, originally prepared by Herbert McClosky (question C.64).

COZDIUNITY ETIE J C RETjATIOKS RATINGS

The respondents* ratings of ethnic relations in Houston and in 

other communities are based on a "self-anchoring” scale based on the 

respondents’ perceptions using a numerical rating scale of best and 

worst community relations. Questions from which the scales were 

constructed are: (C. 67-6S); and (C.69-76). The ratings range from 

10, the very best ethnic relations the respondents can imagine, to 

1, the very worst possible relations between the groups.


